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and a few other states shared with
and
that work for

and how that

l asked
lectures
and I
never do that to my
" was her response.
The purpose of this annual conference hosted
State
to
us become the
effective teachers that we can be. We came to
conference to learn from
another.
memused. "

and try so hard to improve our
members' rewards do not come
or
do not measure our successes
the numbers of
students
the year or the numbers of grades
handed out.
Our "course evaluations" have meaning when students walk down the aisle at graduation and feel as
we arc
with them because we contributed to their educations. We arc rewarded when
find that our
have reminisced about the
old
and that we arc a part of their anecdotes and
their fond memories. Because of how we teach, and
what we teach, we want our students to talk about us,
and to remember us because we made a positive impact
on their lives. Ultimately, we strive to improve our teaching because we want our students to learn and to be
excited about !earning.

whether my class performance could be improved
different pedagogy.
In 199 5 I was aware of the emerging instructional
creeping into the classroom. Popular and
journal articles referred to these newer
teaching tools, but I dismissed the articles as
" I had a
that I should learn
s a

l

{

11

deThe Information
cyc-opcnmg experience. I returned to campus
armed with
confidence to overcome my electronic anxiety and filled with the excitement that comes
1,vith rhc prospect of irnproving instruction and cnhancing student
Some of the
seemed to fit the needs
112

posabout science; their
the core requirement (for many
simply want to make a passing
represent the
genaccustomed to visual stimulation and often
characterized as possessing short attention spans
I
arc less motivated than traditional
and many possess minimal computer skills.
infusing technology mto this course, I wanted
to enliven the classroom environment, promote visual
enhance computer literacy of students and
foster independent student learning. l
the
course from a traditional "chalk and blackboard" atto a multimedia environment that
the following "new chalk" (sensu Henshaw I
mques:
sess a

tutorials
of the textbook) on
two computer labs. BC 'Jl1tor
questions that are cross-referenced with
ulcs and
m the text. The tutorial
different from those
in each
section of the textbook.

part of the course, I created
list that allowed me to send Eln order to promote class discussion and minimize note-taking, I provided students with
outlines of each
topic before introducing the topic in class. It was a
simple procedure to switch to "outline view" in
copy the text from a presentation, then
paste this text directly into an E-Mail message. I held
short workshops outside the normal class period and
showed students how to extract files from E-Mail, then
edit these files with a word processor. Students also
used E-Mail as an electronic forum and submitted questions about lab or lecture topics outside the confines of
the traditional classroom.
the identity of questioners confidential, l
all questions and their
answers to the mailing list. E-Mail provided the mean<.
to post assignments, distribute group results from laboratory experiments, and pose "thought questions."

World Wide Web
l .ectures became "electronic slide shows"
with
a computer. Creating each presentation with
Power Point
I enriched concepts with i rnagcs
from various CD-ROM sources and the World
Wide Web. ! used a Macintosh PowerBook 540c
and an In-Focus S80 RGB projector to
on-screen
text and

Each class period I mterfaced videodisc
and animations with the PowerPoint presentations. Connecting the videodisc
to a separate input on the RGB
permitted me to
switch from images
and text on the computer to images, figures and animations on videodisc.

Students elected to
interactive CD-RO Ms that
became available with the

of

I(

I Tl

World Wide Web
complemented
topics discussed in lecture and enhanced opportunities
for more active learning. Students used the web to view
images, watch animations ;rnd read about issues relevant to lecture topics. Students also used tutorials on
the web linked with the home page of their text as well
as tutorials linked with home pages of other publishers.
As a side
students discovered that the internet
is a multifaceted resource that rapidly
materials not readily accessible in the recent past.
The response of students to this new approach to
instruction has been extremely
They enjoy the
visually enriched classroom. The electronic presentations, computer-based tutorials, CD-ROM and WWW
provide a more interactive learning environment than
their previous biology class. Although the new tcchis not a panacea for education, the benefit of
these new tools is evident.
The excitement of this new
and
rial time investment in
Goolbsian
Solomon 1994 and references cited
offer an
fresh
and
the

28

1-294.

are we now,
Behautor ResearLh

here?

and P.S. Gotsick. 1996. Multimedia in
Behavior Research
Instru-

the classroom.

sume as a memento of their
Information
tern education.
software
was
and construct their story.
each
become familiar with MACINTOSH
and multimedia
or she had to assemble their

i(

individuals and

involvement of a
"!"here
1nany LctJ1n1cai hardv,,rarc ;J.nd
sues that could
someone
the
services of
campus technician who had excellent credentials.
and assisted the students 111 many
classroom instruction.
Since this
for both the
students and the
the project
the students spent a
number of hours on the project. There were many different types of work to
hut all
and all

o the person,
a success as measured
several
added pizzazz
course which
content. The students 111teracted with
tach othn in thtir creative lab sessions
but
still
different results.
of time that the project
at the end
all said
that
would do it all over again. What
learned
so important and
that
would sacrifice
the necessary time again in the future ro have a simibr
their individu~il
1996.
can now
of their CD-ROM as both a
of their achievements at CCSU and as
sional "resumes" robe sent to
invested their own time in order to use information technology to their advantage, and they succeeded
in doing this with their own independent wtirk.
projects
use the

Ccu.ystrnrg College

Toni

Assistant Professor, School of

North Ccorgia College and State l lnivcrsity

& Anlt.a VanBracklc. Associate Professor.
Kennesaw State
QUESTIONS TO INFORM classroom
is an important skill for
teachers. Not
is student
enhanced
educational progress,
empowers educators
alternative instructional
and
maintain
requires reflection and motivation to examine classroom
events. Good teachers arc distinguished
their efforts
"after the fact" requiring recognition of responsibility
for what happens in their classrooms. Until teachers
accept the role of "classroom researcher"
us to
better answers for questions,
is the most likely
outcome (Brause &
1991). The promise of
teacher research for renewing
and
is an important avenue for improving educational effectiveness at all levels and increasing
for
collaborations.

and meaning of a

(;

ll

aml

Childhood Ed1mH ion.

surveys,
vational
important clues for
classroom environments. It seems that teacher rcscarchhave not
qualitativc techniques
because of the
and time consuming nature
of
data
There arc several sofrw;ue
data
Our
the qualit~nive
program NUD.,IST in our longitudinal inof the impact of stress in prescrvice, student,
and first vear teachers.

students
the te;tching field,
we have observed that
stress accompany
courses in teacher education
student teaching, and
the first \T~H of
The purpose of our
rs ro
and understand the
sources of concern of this population.
and middle
teacher education students at Kennesaw State

size to all "students of
the "teacher as researcher connection" which embraces the
t!CC.

of our program.
of data requiring
terns and themes.
a current sourcebook
the NUD .. !ST prothc task of entering and
our

Q.S.R. NUD•IST Version 3.05 is a computer package
"designed to aid users in handling non-numerical and
unstructured data in qualitative data analysis. By indexing, searching, and theorizing, NUD•IST creates an
environment to store and explore data ideas, to minimize clerical routine, and maximize flexibility, and to
discover new ideas and build on them" (NUD• !ST
Manual p. l -1 ). The program searches for words and
phrases in the text of the document and will automatically rndex the datab~1se. From the indices of the data
base, further analyses can be conducted that reveal the
presence of recurring themes and generalizations.

will be
structional strategy and management.
A final consideration
from preliminary
c,tudent re-;ponses focu'c' un the importance of nunura bout
the teacher
program.
and encouraging students to
ings, we can support students'
siunals. In an
of our
Pool received institutional support for an experiment
on her campus. Social Foundations
Fducation was
delivered during the Spring
J 997 in a team
format. Two Gettysburg College seniors who
had completed student teaching during Fall Semester,
1996 provided small group activities and structure for
the discussion of field experiences. Their recent experience as student teachers scaffolded thought about pedagogy ;rnd practice among our beginning students, advancing their awareness of the role of the professional
teacher.
Future analyses of data will examine connections,
patterns, recurring themes and generalizations that impact curriculum decisions in teacher education.

Brause, R. & Mayher, .J. ( 1991 ). Search and re-search:
What the inq11iring teacher needs to know. Bristol, PA:
Falmer Press.
Bruhachcr, .J., Case, C., Reagan, T. ( 1994 ). Becoming
reflectiue educator. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin
Press.

ii

To demonstrate the capability of the software, participants in our session experienced how the NUD•IST program categorizes and indexes data by using samples from
our longitudinal
Participants were asked to inspect data
and record important concerns which
reduced or heightened stress in their particular sample
group. From the charts developed by session participants, a tree diagram was constructed that highlighted
the internal structure of the data. Participants identified possible comparisons within and between daL1
groups and longitudinally.

By investigating the field experience portion of the
teacher prep<Hation program, we developed some important insights into teacher training curriculum. Our
results suggest that field experience must be organized
to include authentic practice. Professors can assist students in
meaningful connections to what
observe in classrooms
for on campus discussion of classroom events. Encourstudenrs to construct meaning from those
enccs enhances future directions in
of their
own
and
. It is important to

l\1. ( 1988). The teacher stress
Brandon Square, VT: Clinical Psychology Publishing Co.
A. ( 1993 ). The stress rating scale, workmg paper
NUD•!ST 3.0.5. !Computer Software). ( 1995).
Melbourne, Australia: Qualitative Solutions and Research
Ltd.
M. & Huberman, A. ( 1994). Qualitatiue data
analysis. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS

sented in a manner that teaches
involves the student in the process. This technology
should benefit the teaching of science, especially to students who have trouble grasping the imagery of abstract
models with which scientists view the world.

technology presents us with
as
well as opportunities. The pace of
such that in just over one
we have developed and popularized communication tools such as
computers, satellites, fiber
broad band, and now
the Internet.
in technology has led to increased
for both basic science education and specialized technical education. It has forced many who
thought
were finished with their education to continuously update their expertise or to move into fields
that may not have existed when they were in school. It
has also required the public to be better informed about
the ways and language of science, since in our society
the public is called on to be involved in decision making through the democratic process. One needs to look
at the news of environmental problems occurring
in the defunct Soviet Union to see the consequences of
uninformed persons
decisions
about the applications of technology.

Role
The new technology also brings new tools to the learnprocess. The multimodality interactive computer
tutor can be such a tool. The use of computers in teaching technology has usually focused on providing a means
for drilling the student. But computers can also be used
to actually present ideas and teach approaches to thinkin ways that are more visual, alive, and attentionholding than what can be accomplished with a printed
textbook
in some cases, even the classroom.

even if the student does not become a scientist. Such
makes it possible, with the aid of precise analycommunication, to uncover the parts of
sis and
the problem that were solved in the past and to apply
the tools of logic, analytical thinking, and careful observation to obtain a new solution.
These abilities do not come with equal ease to all.
Some students catch on to this process more easily than
others. The
of science to non-science majors
attempts to expose these
to the development
of the scientific method and demonstrate it with simple
that in the process
can come
It is
of the power of this "scientific" thinkmg,
to understand its strengths and
and learn how must be applied to further our know!~tudents have different backgrounds.
Some are able to engage in abstract thinking more easily than others. Others even fail to realize the reasons
for being exposed to scientific thinking. They think the
exercises they are asked to perform are at best trivial
and at worst useless. It is the
of the "Equalizer"
project to try level the field for students of different backgrounds. Success at communicating to non-science students the real reasons for studying science should at the
least help with student motivation and lower their attitudinal barriers to being exposed to this learning process. The project provides simple participatory exercises that involve basic science tools as abstractions of
the properties of the real world, careful and objective
observations and measurements, mathematics as a
model, and explanations and extrapolations of conclusions reached from scientific observations. The assumption is that some students can best learn from these exercises in a self-paced, interactive environment, that is
rich in stimuli of all the senses. These exercises should
help these students with their work and understanding
in a traditional science course.

tutor over

to

expencnce can
and more understandable with
computer simulations. It is not unusual to encounter
students
understand the
of the
when
discover the steps
_."~~·~" but did not.
is also not un-

Static illustrations

experiment that the
lesson
arc to
learn becomes obscured
the details
of the measurements. The ability
to simulate the experiment should allow a dry run at
with the opportunity to discover all
the factors that are
important when
out the experiment itself and
to better grasp its
purpose.

Illustrations and text often
disconnected
Formulas and
explanations

on

Textual summaries at the end or
of each section and an
"'"'"''"'"" in the back of the
book

Very flexible continue, jump-to, and
review options

Predetermined navigational aids (book
divisions and their headings)

If we look at education as transmission
Testing is always """'"""t<"
process and
of
of
we
effort can only be made by
can sec that it was
inference
influenced
techno- Lab exercises
with the
logical progress.
Education started
with the teacher
who was both a role
model and a source of
this source was helped with
stories as well as other mnemonic devices.
When the written word became
it took on a
The advent of the
press
large role
was welcomed since it allowed this word to reach
audiences. Illustrations and
found their
way into books as soon as the
able. Since animated

as soon as the computer becomes univeraccessible.
The new communication
allows access
audiences and a wider dissemination of knowlThere are some caveats. The learning process
but the computer is, after all, a machine
should be
and interactions with machines can be often frnstratgames have
rng.
shown our students
that computers can
be fun. As soon as
such effort is dedicated to developing
user-friendly educational software as is
already dedicated to
games, the educational programs may
wind up having as
much attraction for
students as games
do. What about the
teacher? As responsibility to teach more
students increases,
the teacher is pushed
into greater isolation, teaching more
and larger classes.
With the computer
as an expert aide,
even co-worker, the
teacher would find
that some of the burden of teaching can
be borne by machines while the
teacher can return to
a more participatory
and satisfying role in
the classroom with
better prepared and
better motivated students.

In summary, textbooks
the students with a passive learning environment. The computer tutor is able
to provide a learning environment that is active and
It more resembles lectures, without the
though questions can be included in the computer tutor if they are
computer tutor environment may
lecture courses where the

lROlJ( ;!

9

as
efficient use of teachthe students have been
" teachers would he
with more homogeneous class. Teachers would need icss time to
to
of minimum
would also be able to
time on more
concepts and not worry about
behind
ments of the class.
Our
with computer tutor is based on
"The Nuclear
Tutor"
er.
l
, written in Authorware ProfesSan
used in
of

mg

and
to put the finished module on the
last feature has future
for

Tutor has been used
students, N uclc,1r
residents. The fact that this module could
be used at times of the students' own
was 1rnstudents. The evaluation
porrant to the
of this module is
merous student comments indicated
students were able

()

Casimir Eubig is a Regents' Connecting TeLZchers and
Faculty Development W/orkshop award
recipient.

AVAILAB!UTY of the Internet and World
Wide Web to students has led to some ·
!ems for
research papers and rethere is the
of citing
ports. On the one
that probelectronic source material
to diminish as
books such as those
lem has
affiliated with the American Psychological Association
and the Modern
Association have been revised and
A more challenging problem to some teachers is
the nature and content of the electronic source material
that students are resortitself. Some of us are
to
materials of easy retrieval but of
able value. Some students cite little more than material
from electronic encyclopedias while others seem
to lose their critical reasoning skills altogether as they
are overwhelmed by the wealth of sources available in
electronic form. Thus, a psychology professor might
find that his or her student has cited Sally Know-it-all's
Home
as an authority on manic-depressive disorfind that his or
ders while an education professor
her students have cited information
from the
site
the
for the Prevention of Bad TcachSuch students seem to
that there is no one
governing the
or the accuracy of the information available on-line.
about anyone can create a
home page, and our democratic
freedom of
is not limited to those who would write
the

as to which electronic
sources students should use would be each student's professor. The best ·
should be a scholar in the field.
of little
value to the
the Net" late in the

In selecting sources from the Internet, the user should
understand that not all sources are of equal worth. As
they should with any other source, student Internet users should consider the following:

..

.

..

What is the reputation of the author? Does the
author have credentials in the field? What arc the
author's title and professional affiliation? Do other
experts in the field recognize the author as an authority? Does the author have other publications
on the topic?
What is the reputation of the publisher? Does the
publisher have a particular bias? Is the publisher
appealing to a specific group that may have a personal agenda (e.g., a tobacco company appealing
to smokers who are against second-hand smoke
ordinances)?
How well researched is the presented information?
Is the information based on research or unsupgeneralizations and personal opinions?
Does the source contain documentation and references? Is there a reliance on secondary source material over primary sources?
What is the publication date? Is the information
current and up-to-date?
Is the source reliable? Is the information presented
consistent with other sources?

In selecting source sites, the Internet user would be well
advised to seek guidance from authorities in the field.
the following additional guidelines are offered:
to on-line
and electronic
that are affiliated with

would make a valuable contribution to
per and should be

in the classroom.

espressos. All this as
back and forth against
the stark-white back wall of the

wasn't
a remote
time it should be revealed that
for the dis-

We proceeded further. We sent out a call for interested applicants to participate in a year-long distance
training program. We held an introductory
At the meeting, we distributed distance learning course proposal sheets. Out of our total college
of
we had 15 faculty who were interested
to fill out the form
kept it brief on
and to want to offer a course via distance learning. The
such a large number of
we got
from each division on
was to stress to the faculty, and we put it
what was in it for them. The
was to stress
technological and clerical support was theirs for the
We handed out a bright orange flyer during the
first meeting that read in all caps, "FOR ROAD SIDE
ASSISTANCE
"with our names and phone numbers on it. We also stressed that the faculty members
medium
should indicate which distance
were interested in
after
one
two-way
audio/video vision is another's on-line
We also
members should write a
stressed the

own courses without institutional
had the
assured them that the
the VPAA and that he would approve course
and
feedback
to the participating
members. No one would be left spinning his or her
wheels just for the sake of spinning them as a process in
itself. The process would lead to a tangible
Such support from the top is essential to the success of
any program.
one
faculty member who
for two years had wanted to develop an
course for television but was

responses from students
Socratic method
real-

after the conclusion of the course
program.

for this

decided to record

members to our
campus facilities
an overview of available instructional techAnother
multi-

ronment.
cable courses on
sented information on
these workshops were
and with the
after having received
in the form of "The Dos
ing" video as well as a tour of facilities and session on
multimedia presentations for the classroom, could
choose to attend the workshop on the distance
medium
wanted to employ for their course. Thus,
an Internet person did not have to attend a cable television session. However, in the call to these
we stressed, somewhat
that the door
would not be locked if, for
tried to sneak in on a
cunpersons. The result

I)

2)

3)

m
program will offer
a minimum of one course via distance
during the 1997-98 academic year.
Faculty participating in
program will attend a minimum of one distance learning or instructional technology conference during the 1997-98
academic year.
Faculty participating in training program will submit a minimum of one proposal to present on distance
or instructional technology related
issue at a
conference
the 199798 academic year.

an incentive reaction
mid- or late-career
we would like to offer this final advice
on training
for distance
Make sure
the
are rewarded for their
And make
no mistake about it-distance
work. The rewards should he
time to prepare
courses
The rewards
should
the course counts
and so on, in that facThe rewards should be
given to tenure, promotion,
and merit raise decisions
those who go the distance.
Most important, do not even attempt to offer distance
learning courses,
alone create a full-fledged distance
learning program you do not have the support of your
administration. It is essential, for distance learning to
that this support be steered
an academic
officer. Distance learning is here to stay but should only
be here to stay if academic
and pedagogical
soundness arc
with
of EFT generation a boon that results
the
have
as
more than empty words on our
more than what could very
tum into the Ancient
Mariner's scenario of "Water water
nor any
to drink."
IS

a

and a Connecting
and
Development Workshop award recipient. Chris
Robbins is a Regents' Connecting Teachers and
Faculty Deuelopment Workshop award
recipient.

"'-""'""LEARNING COLLABORA-

fundcd as a
of the
initiative
which consists of
tern of
Darton
Abraham
ColMiddlc Georgia College, South
College,
College, allows the five institutions to
and
and combine resources to expand and enshare
limited foreign language offerings in
their service areas.
distance learning, these
two-year
all
rural Georgia, arc able to
offer students a variety and
of instruction in forand cultures that otherwise would not
Before the creation of the Collaborative, member
schools faced two problems: too few qualified faculty
members and too few students at advanced levels to
make up classes of sufficient size to be financially justifiable. French and Spanish were offered at all the
schools, but on an irregular basis since qualified instructors were not always available. Now students are able
·-"m'""'" a three- or four-course sequence in French
South
College) or Spanish (from
and
within a
In
the Collaborative has allowed
institutions to increase
the variety of
offered to their students. A
three-course sequence in German is
Middle
College this year. Darton
instruction in Japanese in Fall of l
and plans are
made for Chinese courses.
the planning stage, members of the Collaborative recognized the challenges of offering foreign language instruction via distance learning media, especially
to a
percentage of students with CPC deficiencies.
Students who arc true beginners in a foreign language
class bring with them a good deal of anxiety and need
considerable nurturing. Furthermore, true acquisition
of a
requires meaningful interaction in that
and a
connection to the foreign culforms of distance learning,
and one-way video programs,
elements. Class

a model for the

foreign lanintcractive distance
and computer-assisted
support.
Foreign Language Collaborative classes are offered
via the Georgia Statewide Academic and Medical System (GSAMS), a two-way interactive audio and video
teleconferencing system. Members of the Foreign Language Collaborative have equipped their distance learning classrooms with a variety of tools to enhance instruction and communication including VCRs capable
of operating over the network, document cameras that
allow instructors to display handouts, and scan converters that connect computers to the network and allow the broadcast of multimedia presentations. Foreign Language Collaborative instructors are encouraged
to use multimedia in instruction; toward this end each
collaborative instructor has been provided with a laptop
computer and presentation software.
To further enhance student learning, a state-of-theart foreign language lab was opened on each campus.
Designed to facilitate students' acquisition of non-native languages, each lab is equipped with 10 Power
Macintosh computers with DOS compatibility, allowEach computer is
ing maximum platform
fully networked and has access to
the Internet,
and the World Wide Web. Access to the Internet enhances students' opportunities to communicate with the
instructor and their classmates, as well as with native
speakers of the languages they are studying.
Faculty use of the World Wide Web, in particular,
has increased substantially since the inauguration of the
Collaborative. They find it helpful in disseminating information to students at remote sites and in directing
them to sources of information which may be useful in
their study of the foreign culture. In fact, all Collaborative schools support World Wide Web pages for their
foreign language programs. Students can view course
guides and syllabi, are able to email homework to instructors, get information on lab hours, and even complete interactive lessons online. Online cultural assign111 some
ments are
classes.
and
The labs are also
Desk-

full

allow instructors to conduct oral exams and one-onone
sessions from their offices and labs.
the

the

of instruction: the zoom lens and the documakes the instructor
that are
class-

can be
communication conducted between
and students in a
enrollment has been limited to
students per
sites. Small enrollments

Students may hear live or recorded sound. The instructor 1s
control and facilitate this entire learnwith
touch of a button. With adhe
his own best

ensure instructional
all remote sites are
to have a
cilitator in the classroom. Facilitators monitor
proctor exams, and serve as liaisons between the
structor and the students.
are trained to operate
the
used in the distance learning classroom
and
technical support, but
also must have
for the students and a desire to see them sucIn some cases, facilitators are also able to provide assistance to the students in the foreign language.
Though their role requires that they be as invisible as
possible, their contributions are crucial to the success
of instructors and students.
Lab
are the final ·
in humanizthe
guide the students
hardware into the heart
the
and
under
beyond the drill to the
of different worlds and
Foreign language instruction via GSAMS was initially viewed with skepticism by instructors, in part because foreign language courses are proficiency-oriented
and stress real communicative abilities, and in part because having an instructor in the classroom is always
preferable to an electronic substitute. However, experience with the technology has shown some advantages
over instruction in the traditional classroom. In fact,
some instructors have grown so accustomed to the technology of their distance learning classes that they miss
it in their traditional classes! Not only are student-student and instructor-student dialogues from one site to
another as
as the same interactions within a
traditional
but student-student interactions

distractions and to create
between
Collaborative
courses 1s
each quarter, and an overall evaluation of the entire Collaborative is made
Two
instruments are used to gauge student satisfaction: a
Student Evaluation of Faculty and a Distance Learning
Survey. Results of student evaluations show high satisfaction with the quality of classroom instruction, as well
as the use of distance learning. In the first two quarters
of instruction by the Collaborative, the student success
rate averaged
while success rates in traditional
classes range from 63%, to 80'X,.
To our own satisfaction,
our collaboration
we have filled a serious
seen an mcrease
in the number of foreign
majors, and we are
able to better serve them, as
as majors in other
disciplines,
offering a consistent sequence of courses
through the intermediate level before they transfer to
four-year institutions. The second year's evaluation will
soon be completed, and it is expected to show positive
results, but statistics alone do not adequately convey
the success of a program.
We believe that we must also consider, again, the
human element. In one class, students at one institution banded together to support a classmate at another
when she suffered a family tragedy.
Time and again, students in Collaborative courses
take initiative to plan end-of-quarter socials where they
can meet their classmates face-to-face. During class time,
use the
to make
with each
other and arrange to meet later
Taken toall of these evaluative factors reflect the fact that
distance or no, 1s
and that our
collaborative efforts are

technol-

labs may be
the instructor is on-site.
in coordinaa
instructor,
In
the
tion with the full-time
member.
labs may also be offered over GSAMS.
Students
out course notes from the Web beof lecture notes to class
class.
and
and less
This has been found to
of
student
those with
disabilities), at-risk
of whom are minorities (DeKalb
enrollment in Fall 1
and students who
lose their notes.
use the Web to obtain current
of recent earthinformation and

museums
and take
as eruptAs a final project, students research a
and prepare a multimedia web page
markup
which
instead of a term paper. Student
on the Georgia Geoscience On-line
Geoscience On-line at

tor in
use of a CBL
puter Based
Since the calculator had been
on the market for only a
of
course materials
The Tl-92
eral reasons. It aids in the
of course materials which would otherwise be restricted due to dcliv-

ncn.vork. With the
representaThis enables students to visualize
and further understand the abstract concepts of calculus rather than
the mechanics. In
with
the
and cumstudents
to experience
relevant in today's world.
the calculator can be taken home,
more
time for individual exploration and experimentation.
Through this project we were able to meet the needs
of not only our college population, but of the high school
students as well. The high school students targeted for
this project were those who attend public schools that
arc unable to provide advanced courses in mathematics
(particularly AP Calculus) as a part of their college preparatory tract. Since many of these schools have limited computer/calculator resources availahle for the
of mathematics, requiring the use of the TI-92
them the opportunity to become familiar with the
use of this technology. At the initial offering of this
course Fall Quarter l 996, we were able to leave six Tl92 calculators and one calculator view screen on permanent loan to the high school who served as our remote site. This gives them equipment not
for use
in the Calculus PSO course offered in subsequent years
but also for use in other mathematics courses taught in
their school.
The TI-92
to
increase the interaction between the remote and local
onc of the cha Iof
any Tl-92 can he connected to a view screen
projects the contents of
the calculator's screen onto the television
. This
enables any student to transmit the information from
their calculator to any site being used at the
which is especially helpful in student interaction as well
as trouble-shooting.
A topic of continuing concern among mathematics
educators is that calculus be taught with more of a "concept-driven" and not "formula-driven" approach. Using DERIVE
the Tl-92 calculator is capable
interactive geometry, and text
use of this calculator enables students to
visualize and undcrsrnnd concepts rather than
memorize unconnected bits of information.
the use of continusciences and
to investigate "real-

world"
in the classroom. With the CHL to
the data and the T!-92 to translate that data into
mathematical relations or functions and handle the comfor students to ·
of these ma thcmatical concepts.
these calculations would
be too
to present in a class period.
There were many outcomes of the
as wel I.
Instructional materials ·
detailed lesson plans,
Tl-92
for hoth the
of

Calculus I course
The students
a better conceptual understanding of the covered topics, which was evident when their
of certain fundamental concept~ in the course
was compared to that of students taking the traditional
course without the hand-held technology. Evaluation
of this observed event is on-going. Tests and assignments used for evaluation arc still being refined and
will be used to collect data during the Spring Quarter
offering of this course.
Even though some students at the local college site
were resistant to both GSAMS and the calculator tcchwc felt the use of the technology increased most
students' interest in the course material. The TJ-92 did
prove to aid in increasing interaction between sites. We
have also been able to facilitate faculty training and
development at both secondary and post-secondary levels.
Much was learned by not only the students, but the
designers and instructors of this course as well! We
found it
to ensure that each student knows
about the
(both (;SAMS and calculator)
before
for the course. Because the course
was added late, our college students thought they were
up for a traditional section of Calculus I. Thcrckncw
of the (;SAMS or calculator
use until
arrived for class. For some, this created a
effect on their attitude towards the acceptance
of the technology.
the calculator is very
we
found that the
of the Tl-92 can be overwhelming. It is much better to introduce the different
features of the calculator as
arc needed in the course
work rather than attempt a "comprehensive" tutorial
at the beginning of the course. Since the Tl-92 was
brand new technology, the calculus textbooks did not
have any homework
specifically designed for
calculator use. We discovered that more homework
on

using the Tl-92 in
the course work.
that involved cooperative
were
those requiring the students
more of these group

activities into the course. One of the
in the
the
will be to encourage group activibe shared between local and remote
found

to deliver a course in mathematics using hand-held tech-

how to use the new Tl-92 calculanology via
tor, how to integrate the TI-92 into a calculus course,
etc. We would also like to develop a web-site where

USING TECHNOLOGY AS A MEANS OF REACHING students who
cannot take classes in the traditional way has been a
trend in the 1990s. A question that has yet to
be answered satisfactorily concerns student achievement.
Do students learn effectively via distance delivery? After several years of facilitating a college by cassette
course, I began to sense distance students were not learning the material as well as traditional students. I decided to investigate my data to determine if this was
indeed the case.
Health education courses using college
cassette
in fall 1993. The
with Health
telecourse
chosen to be used and licensed
PBS. lnsrrnctional support includes
student
dent
the·

course materials from this project could be accessed for
student class mathe purpose of
terials and
or
interest.
Additional time is needed to work on instructional
other
materials so that
calculus instructors in the
system who wish
to teach a similar course via GSAMS. These materials
should be textbook ·
When the state unisystern converts to the semester system in Fall
the Calculus I course will cover a third more
covers. Since we foresee this
to remam a
PSO course, time must be spent to
re-structure the course and
new instructional
materials. We would also like to add a course in
nometry to the Algebra and Calculus courses already
being taught as PSO courses over GSAMS by Georgia
Southern University.

Gonzalez and Susan McKinnon are
Teachers and

Since that time, the course is offered twice a quarter
with an average enrollment of 30 students in each section. In 1994, FCTV (Floyd College Television, serving
Rome and Floyd County) began cable casting. Using
production software to augment the instruction, I developed this health course for live delivery. The students watch the live sessions or tape the class and watch
it as their schedules permit. Instructional support includes text and an instructor-produced interactive study
guide. The class meets with the instructor two times a
quarter for testing and to turn in class work. Enrollment averages 20 students per class. In 199 5, this health
course was
to fit GSAMS (Georgia Statewide
of two-way audio/video
Academic and Medical
Students must attend eian
Presentation software is used
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to aid in instruction. Class size averages 22 students
per quarter.
sense
that students who did not have regular instructor support in health classes did not
the same
of work as those in the traditional
classes.
drawals from the distance
classes. This cvidcncc led to my concern that distance students were
not as successful as those in
courses.
The
1s comparison of student achievement
m traditional classes to achievement in each distance
vehicle. A minimum
of
has been set
first three
classes have
success rate of 8.1.J';{, and an
withdrawal rate of 8.4'.X,. The three distance
delivcries have an average success rate of 72.6 % with an
average withdrawal rate of 9%.
the rates arc
academic year,
994-9S and 995-%
show a statistica
difference
achievement for traditional
distance
There is no
difference for AY I
posbecausc the data numbers arc low. AY 1996-97
data is currently
compiled and
analyzed.

While success rates of a minimum of 70'/;, will lead
most to
distance
as effective, my concerns and the result of this
havc led to actions
aimed at ·
the
for student achievemcnt in distance learning. The live
cable TV were taped, and the
these sessions to
the
cassette. This allows greater flexibility and an inrernal
control of content and
with the
tions of the course. The
a St1tdent Success Guide which contarns
successful distancc education instructors and students
the nation. I also have continued to
tivc
as well as my
m an
effort to improve the students achievement levels.
Student comments on cour;,c evaluations illustrate
that the time and
shifts allowed
distance education arc beneficial to many, and the reasons for the
differences in achievement could be varied. This
will be continued
the
of AY 199798.
evidence will show that the steps taken
to improve student achievement in distance learning
settings will he successful.

is an cmcrglllg
one which will continue to impact a greater
number of students and instructors each year. As more
instructors arc called upon to teach in a distance learning environment, and often at a moment's notice, the
need for specific and highly focused
has mcreased. We hope the following information will enhance the educational experience for student and instructor alike as each takes on new life in the television
classroom and across the airwaves.
Essentially, your success as a distance learning instructor will depend on four factors: your preparation,
your personal appearance, your teaching style, and your
utilization of
Execute these elements cffecand you will succeed.

class. Preparation for distance learning classes is viral
for a number of reasons. Because
arc often taught
in a public forum, distance learning classes arc frequently
seen by a much wider audience than classes taught in a
traditional classroom. Consequently, the instructor
becomes a representative of the institution and can impact the way the mstitution as a whole is perceived.
The instructor may develop close relationships with his
or her students over a period of time as they view the
course on a regular basis, and the students will begin to
overlook the instructor's idiosyncrasies. This is not the
case with the casual viewer, however, who will have no
such bond and be much more critical. It is therefore
essential that the instructor he extraordinarily prepared
for each class.

DISTANCE LEARNING IN ITS VARIOUS FORMATS

" Be focused. Take time to
your
before
class. Drink a
of juice and cat a
carbohydrate snack to
your energy level high.
\Vhat you \vill do in class. 'firnc rnan20
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in the tra-

sentations on television.
time to learn how.
Have
3no at nanG.
with handouts or
for page numbers will cause both you
lose
with the viewer.
Avoid
I

I

I

in dasswith you, let them be seen and heard. Plan
activities students at home or in distant classrooms
can
Have a contingency
you will experience technical difficulty. Know in advance how
you will make up lost class time. If possible have
alternate

It's no secret that Americans spend a great deal of their
free time watching television, and viewers have been
conditioned to expect certain conventions of dress and
behavior from television personalities. When you step
before the camera you become a television personality
even though you may still feel like an instructor. Many
of your ingrained habits and perhaps even your style of
dress, though they were fine in the traditional classroom,
will have to be modified for the distance learning classroom. It takes a conscious effort to make yourself into
that television
who is
to be
whether
teur or expert watchers.
there are a few
guidelines that will aid you in this effort.
'" Don't become a fashion victim. What is all the rage
is tomorrow's painful memory. Remember bell
bottoms and leisure suits.
" Choose colors and patterns that work on television.
Solids and pastels are always good choices. Medium
blues and grays work well.
" Accessorize carefully. Wear ties and scarves with
conservative patterns. Avoid large, flashy jewelry.
'" Maintain a
appearance.
hair and
nails
trimmed. Avoid
hair gel, which
could appear shiny under studio lights.
" Use makeup if necessary.
and
can enhance your appearance. Face powder eliminates
It is important to note
for

classroom.
instructors who are effective m either environment build rapport with their
students and use a variety of media and instructional
and facilitate learnstudents
ing. When
courses, it 1s 1mportant that you:
Know your purpose and your audience. In distance
courses you have a limited amount of time to
matter. Classes cannot start early,
nor can
end late. It will also take
effort on
the part of the instructor to engage an audience that is
not
in the same room. Neophyte distance learninstructors should also be certain to speak from an
area of
Preparing lessons for the distance
learning classroom can be a very involved process. It is
simply not a good rime to learn new material.
It is also imperative that your distance learning presentations be highly organized. Instructors should use
verbal and nonverbal cues, which are especially effective on camera, to communicate their message. It is
important to use
visuals to clarify and illustrate
the lesson as well. To complement such visuals, the instructor can use facial expressions, gestures, and posture to get his message across. Eye contact, as any film
actor knows, is essential when conveying a message.
Distance learning instructors should not be afraid to
look directly into the camera. They should be cautious,
however, of switching back and forth too frequently
between the viewing audience at remote sites and any
audience at the site of instructional origin.
To be a successful distance learning instructor, you
must be enthusiastic and sincere. Speak strongly and
diction and syntax to keep your
audience's attention. Avoid the use of slang, fillersthey are painfully obvious on television-and by all
means avoid language or anecdotal revelations that
could be considered slanderous or that are simply in
poor taste. Above all, be yourself. Don't try to be Bernard Shaw if you are really Jerry Seinfeld. Play to your
strengths.

instructors find the distance
classroom
threatening. With its bright lights and television monitors, its microphones and constantly buzzing computer
hardware, it is certainly much different from the friendly
confines of the traditional classroom. While the role of
the instructor is
to teach the course, and techwill be available to operate the necessary equipessential that the instructor be familiar with
that he or she will
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tools in the distance
instructor's arsenal and
can enhance instruction
Because any image the
instructor sends will appear no
than the size of
students' television
it is essential that all
follow certain conventions. To
ensure
use sans-serif
ar least 24 point
type, and maintain 24 point spacing between lines. All
should be limited to 8 lines and done in a 4x3
ratio. To minimize
use
instead of white.
In
some of our advice will
you shine for
and in rum reflect well on the
institution as you and students enjoy the television format of
if you make
a second

next
to
it. In the meantime, go with the
flow of the show-that's all you can do and that's all
anyone expects from you. In hindsight,
find that
you have
blown the "mistake" all out of proYou'd really have to go out of your way to do
that's an absolute unforgivable no-no on tclcVl'\JC)IL
Keep that deodorant rolling and the enthusiasm up, distance learning partner!

is a
timely topic. Semester conversion has given the state of
Georgia the opportunity, more or less, to reinvent the
junior college. The challenge has been to restructure
curricula in order to better equip students for the rapidly changing and global nature of their job market.
Through semester conversion, M iddlc Georgia
(a junior college) created a number of special
courses in literature, humanities, philosophy, history, and political science. For example, under World
Literature arc Intro to German literature, Intro to

ises to only intensify. What students learn in order to
earn a four-year degree is already outdated by the time
they are ready to begin their careers. Besides, the better
paying jobs require at least a masters degree. Success
in amorphous professions is going to depend upon a
worker's ability to apply knowledge in different ways
to different situations. And it will also demand specialization, which is certainly a relative term. Who can be
truly specialized anymore, as much as there 1s to learn
on any given topic and when knowledge is changing
every
Nevertheless, workers are expected to know
many things about a lot, and a lot about many things.
Although many students may be horrified to learn this,
they will always be required to be students even after
they get their degrees. They will always have to increase their knowledge just to keep pace with the demands of their jobs. Therefore, what they gain during
an undergraduate program must he a broad base upon
which they can build several careers. They will change
careers at lea st seven times in their lives, and pcrha ps
their first career won't even be in line with the major
they declared in college. The job market is fickle and
will become even more so. Instead of giving them prefab rooms which will prove useless for them, a general
education needs to
them tools to build their own

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES IN A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

French literature, Intro to Spanish titerature, Intro to
Literature of the Orient, Intro to Postcolonial Literatures, Intro to Contemporary Poetry, Intro to Contemporary Drama, Intro to Contemporary Fiction, Intro
to Childrcn 's Literature, War in World Literature, Gender Studies in World Literature, Intro to Australian film
and Uterature, and J,iterary Adaptation of the Film.
The state's Council on General Education rejected
all of our listings of special topics as part of the core,
saying "The focus on General Education is lost in
cial
courses so we feel they should only be found
in Arca F
]." I would argue that the core does
need to be redefined. The core should be more

m a survey course,
poems, 20 short srorics, 0 essays, 2
all· one quarter, covering
TEAC!

teach 200
and I novel

I

era tu re
chewable for students. This is
do well to offer Intro to
stead of an Intro to American Lit.
and critiIn order to achieve multicultural
cal
the canon must at once become more elasand at
tic to include
literature for that matter, to stuknow ahout Melville in their

tional
white guys. The urgency is not
but more ·
how to teach them. We
students a broader
need to choose works that will
of the world. The Mexican ncwhas been quoted to say:
and their cultures
in isolation, but they
are
or reborn in contact with other men and
women, with men and women of another culture, another
another race. If we do not recognize our
in others, we will not recognize it in ourselves.

A criterion for canon selection useful to students 1s
multicultural. Students can hear the voices from diverse cultures in literature so that they can become more
and tolerant citizens of the universe.
and living in a distudents will be
and interaction will be absolutely vital for
verse
their economic success, as well as for the future peace
our
Another tool that students can take with them into
world is the ability to anaacademe and the
Locke said once:
furnishes the mind with materials of knowledge; it thinking [that] makes what we read ours. We
are of the ruminating kind, and it is not enough to cram
ourselves with a great load of collections; unless we
chew them over again they will not give us strength
and nourishment.

Literature, with all of its symbolism and signs, provides
students' critical thinkexcellent material for·
skills. Not
are these skills essential for career
else should
be

chew the fodder.
But these two

for what a
for our students.
knows that literature requires an intcrdiscitreatment. Since literature is the record of huof course it arises out of the social sciman
as well as the humanities.
of
ences, the
us probably
our literature courses
with music and art. We also contextualize with history
and extract with psychology. All the while that we are
expecting students to consume megadoses of information in each discipline, we are assuming that they arc
integrating the entire curriculum in such a way that they
can package and repackage it for and in the future. What
we need to do is offer more interdisciplinary courses
that will help students make the connections.
In Georgia, general education in the quarter system was divided into four areas (Humanities, Math and
Natural Science, Social Science, and Major) that divided
knowledge. In the semester system, we could do more
to synthesize knowledge. The job market is not compartmentalized in the way academe is. Even if students
were able to stay in the same career, which statistics
indicate is unlikely, careers are interdisciplinary. They
have to he able to process massive amounts of information. Computer science people need to know some accounting if they arc to design a program for an accounting firm and then engineering in order to work for an
engineering firm. A lawyer needs to know more than
law in order to process and argue cases. Every career
has become at the same time specialized (think of what
dentists can to do teeth) and broad (think of what dentists have to know in order to run their businesses). Academe must follow suit in order to provide an educational hasc that will prepare our students.
More courses need to be specific as well as broad.
As part of the new core proposal, MGC designed and
was given approval of several to-be-team-taught courses,
such as Contemporary Cultural Issues and Intercultural
Communications. Additionally approved were two interdisciplinary, single-taught courses: Political Science
Global Issues and Environmental History. The latter
course is more specific than American history because
it will focus on only environmental issues; its theme
should be
accessible to students due to its relit has a broader base because
learn about the environment
than just an

i

I

I

America. The class will be ·

I

interdisciplinary, whether team-

futures.

Head; Thomas Wenzka, Assistant
Instructor,
and challenges for students and faculty. Adult students bring
life experiences and a background in general education
which contribute to the learning experience. By capitalizing on the inherent strengths of the adult learner,
learning activities are developed which foster the development of critical thinking, team playing, and decisions
making.
In the Associate Degree Nursing Program at Coastal
Georgia Community College faculty share class planning and preparation. Teams of two to four instructors facilitate learning in each class section. Each instructor is responsible for command of content and the
management of classroom dynamics. Richard Paul's
model of teaching critical thinking serves as the foundation for learning activities. The ongoing interaction
and "out loud" thinking of the instructors fosters the
students' willingness and comfort in testing new ways
of thinking, exchanging ideas, and making complex decisions. Even large classes of students have been facilitated in this manner.
In any given classroom hour one may find students
role-playing, group problem-solving, providing peer assessment, and discovering new connections among preand
These
acvious life
relevant to their
COLLABORATIVE TEACHING HOLDS ADVANTAGES

activities
task-ori-
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entation, interpersonal dynamics, and environment. Instructors maintain a class norm of safety for the students as they risk sharing ideas, questions, and their
understandings of content. Instructors also monitor the
class for student reaction of excitement, "ah-hah" moments of discovery, boredom, frustration, and possible
overload. The student's awareness of his/her own thinking process and relational responses is enhanced hy the
instructors as they openly note and respond to such cues.
This process is therefore shown to have value in team
endeavors. For example, when a student displays a sudden grasp of a complex issue, instructors spotlight this
student. The student then shares the new understanding, especially reflecting upon the steps which led to the
discovery. In another example, when a student shows
an apparent "block" in learning, instructors enlist the
support of students who have mastered the content or
issue. The supporting students accept the class norm of
assisting struggling class members by modeling their
successful thought processes. Instructors carefully time
summaries to clarify and highlight essential information and processes of thinking, learning, and teamwork.
In addition to monitoring student behaviors, instructors are constantly observing each other for reacnons and cues. If an instructor is unclear about a
intent, he/she may stop to clarify, agree or
and reach a decision regarding further proof the class
In order to do
faculty
Methods for
trusr levels for each other must be
of
upon

and at times

essential content.
While the collaborative
"sounds
there arc obstacles. The obstacles originate from facu
and from
find that collaborative
of reduced control over
may perceive the cxfeedback du ring class time as threatCollaborativc
at first.
"a term our
has coined to describe fear of
control over the
class to the extent that essential content (by faculty per) is not covered. Over time faculty gain confidence with the process and with each other. The result-

mg
in student critical
negate the concerns about content.
Often students perceive the experience as a radical
from previous classes. Resistance often centers upon fear of missing information which may appear on tests. Fear of ridicule from peers or instructors
accompanies the risking of sharing thought processes
as they arc developing and being shared. Students must
surrender traditional and familiar modes of receiving
information to new ways of
As this
process begins to unfold students
about·
application and consequences.
Creating a safe learning environment reduces feelings
of·
This also encourages students to take risks.
Colleagues may question the practicality of this use
of manpower and time. However the consequences of
this approach to classroom teaching have been significant increases in retention of students in this community college setting.'

Associate Professor, Business Division,

redesign the delivery of education.
Studies documcntatcd by the Office of Technology Assessment ( 1990) show that technology-based education can provide greater mastery of material in less time
and with higher retention than can the typical classroom lecrure. Furthermore, businesses sec a gap between
current workplace needs and the skills students learn in
college. Understanding the power of technology and its
makes students valued workers. Teachers
need to
new approaches and
to the
in their traditional role from the expert
the parrner

THE WORD IS OUT:

support us in this additional effort and with what resources?
To address these questions and begin an ambitious
internet-based, interdisciplinary project called the Global Citizen Project, we believed we needed to develop a
model for change that would incorporate the above
mentioned issues and provide us with the structure to
support the myriad expertise levels of the faculty involved. The process we have followed in the development of this project are discussed after a brief description of the project itself.
As research shows, nonlinear structures as exhibited by the world wide web actually facilitate the growth
of relational thinking and make effective tools in the
learning environment (Yang, 1996 ). In the Global Citizen Project, the power of the web is harnessed to deliver solutions to a complex group of needs. It is based
on the conceptual framework of the Global Citizen, Inc.
international conglomerate that employs
of the
of
Students
the core curriculum arc
asa collaborative effort of academic
These as!RO\
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students must examine at
five inthat are international in scope. In
so, students should gain an
of a
variety of international issues
and
of an instructional

leaders we must have a clear vision of
will do and strong communication skills
teams share that vision. To
ensure that the
and monitor the efforts of a team
the

found this to be effective in nurturing the
of ideas for future modules and in cnto share ideas

a workable group
the individualized
become familiar with
will link up for future
to

Ideally, a
project of this scope should have
co-chairs: a faculty chair to lead the subject matter experts and a technology chair to lead the
tion of the project. In this way, faculty arc
to be creative and concern themselves with the
of their instructional links rather than the computer issues that may arise.
The faculty chosen to
111 our
have
techthese similarities: an expressed interest in
nology; and a demonstrated creativeness in their classroom. Their differences lie in their expertise in using
technology; this level of expertise ranges from the novice to the award-winning innovator.

Explore the background of each team member so that
you can work to their area of strength. Some faculty
will be delighted to learn how to create home pages,
others will be totally disinterested. Our faculty teams
were told to focus on their interests so that the project
benefits from their creativity. We developed an inventory of skills form which was filled out by each participant to record their entry skills and general interests.

State and federal grants can support release time for
faculty. The originators of the project have already been
recognized by their college with an award for interdisciplinary work. Numerous national presentations have
been given by faculty on the modules developed for this
project.

I(
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support as
the Internet and other tools
~r'""''"' with other

Internet projects arc, by nature of the web, modular
and easily shared. This project can be demonstrated to
other faculty and
to encourage
ti on.

Office of Technology Assessment.
Worker training: competing in the new international
Washington, DC: U.S. Goveconomy.
ernment Printing Office, 1990.
Yang, S. ( 1996). A dynamic reading-linking-to-writing
model for problem solving . .Journal of Educational
Multimedia and Hypermedia, 2., 283-302.
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in managing the
classroom depending upon content, intended learning
outcomes, level of student and classroom environment.
Five teaching styles have been catalogued and named
Grasha ( 1994 ). They arc the styles of expert, formal
authority, personal model, facilitator, ;llld dclegator.
Grasha suggests that professors do not st;:iy within one
box, th;:it , they blend styles, using some more often
than others. The teaching style varies by the type of
classroom ;:ictivity with lecturing requiring the expert
or formal authority style and group work requiring facilitating and delegating. In parallel, the classroom climate changes from cool to warm as the student becomes
more involved with the activities and control of the classroom. In general, the more hands-on technology available in the classroom, the more the emphasis is on facilitating and delegating (Ely, 1996).

PROf'ESSORS USE VARIED TFACHINC STYLES

Wanted:
Fxf1ert formal authorities who model teaching by facilitating group work and delegating classroom control
to the students.
ls that a description of us as team-teachers? Yes,
with the emphasis on modeling and blending an entire
range of teaching styles using a wide variety of teaching, management and assessment strategics. In modeling good teaching, we want our (future) teachers ro sec
and be aware of all of the teaching styles. We arc especially interested in demonstrating the facilitator and
delcgator styles because those styles are less-often seen
in college classrooms. Teachers teach the way they were
taught. We have a late start with college students, but
better late than never. It seems obvious, as team-teachers in a College of Education, that we should be personal models for our students. Wed make the case that
all professors, in whatever discipline, will benefit from
letting the students in on it.
That is, we recommend making expert behavior (teaching) transparent to the student.
With integration of technology throughout our
courses, we use teaching strategics including group activities, peer coaching, concept mapping, learning centers, debriefings, self-instructional modules, and lecture
monitoring. Nearly all activities include an clement of
formative evaluation for the students to have input into

and awareness of course design. Short descriptions of
some of the strategics follow.
Pt't'r

Shared success is our definition of peer coaching. This
management technique is especially helpful in a technology-rich environment. Through peer coaching students invest themselves in the learning process. A delegating teaching style is required with this technique to
achieve an appropriate classroom climate.

This management technique provides for active engagement with course content. A learning center can be developed for use by individual students or small groups.
Written instructions and required materials arc included
with each learning center. The materials used can include such media as textbooks, audio cassettes, computer resources, or video tapes. It is important ro include a debriefing session at the end of learning center
activities to provide feedback on desired learning outcomes and to reinforce content. A range of teaching
styles can he included with learning centers.

Round-lip
This debriefing technique is appropriate to use after a
major assignment has been turned in, after grades have
been assigned, hut before they arc handed back. It involves the use of randomly assigned small groups of
students who discuss and answer directed questions in
timed settings. Groups arc shuffled and then repeat the
activity with a second and third set of questions. The
questions in the first round are very specific to the recent assignment and allow students to discuss problems,
feelings, and frustrations. Subsequent rounds arc more
and more general, approaching course evaluation as well
as expected future outcomes. In each round, responses
arc recorded by a designated group member but no student n<1mcs go on the forms. Group responses arc examined for commonality and differences by the instructor.

This technique enables instructors to get a holistic view
from the students point of view by using a simple <JSsessmcnt technique called the One Sentence Summary.
Students arc asked to fill out the variations of the folREACI !INC Tl!ROlJ(;f ! TEACl !INC
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lowing matrix and then to summarize the information
in just one grammatically correct sentence. This technique can he used to collect student views of an entire
course, a time
an
or a unit. Depending on the focus given in the
instructors
can identify prohlems in an assignment, assess differences in group dynamics, etc.
In last weeks group case study assignments ...
Who?
Did what?
To what or whom?
When?
Where?
How?
Why?
In sentence form:

students follow written instructions on correct technology use. In addition, reflective and evaluative questions contained in each module encourage the students
to take the
the basics. Facilitating
and
are both important for
activities.

Many factors influence the classroom environment a
professor creates. While each teaching style plays a role
in the process of learning, it is up to the professor to
utilize the expert, formal authority, personal model,
facilitator, and delegator styles to benefit students.
Ely, D.P. (1996). Trends in Educational Technology
1995 (Syracuse, NY:
Clearinghouse on Information Resources), p. 29.

Technology
The Technology Fair is a series of twenty self-instructional modules which provide experiences with a variety of technology applications such as audio CD, the
Internet, and multimedia. Each module requires that

Grasha, A.F. (1994). A matter of style: The teacher as
expert, formal authority, personal model, facilitator, and
delegator. College Teaching .
42, 142-149.

University

Donna A. Gessell, Assistant Professor, Language and Literature
North Geo~ia College and State University

Lynn C. Schneider, Assistant Professor, Business Administration
North Georgia College and State University

The authors would like to thank V. Kay Colbert,
Catherine Little, Gary Schneider, and the Freshman Year
College Experience Committee.
STRATEGIES FOR COLLEGE SUCCESS is a first-year course
implemented Fall 1996 at North Georgia College and
State University to aid retention. The course's purpose
is "to assist new North Georgia students in making a
successful transition to college life by teaching them both
academic and personal success skills, hy introducing
them to various resources at this college, and by providing mentoring opportunities with faculty and upperclass students." The course has three main components:
academic skills, student success skills, and special topics. Academic skills and student success skills comprise
60% of the class content and special topics comprise
40'/~). R.ather than teaching each of the con1ponents
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discretely, each instructor may integrate the three.
Methods of instruction include lecture and discussion.
Class assignments involve "reading and discussion; analytical thinking; independent learning through research
and writing assignments; and student oral presentations,
either individual or team." Each section accomplishes
these goals by focusing on specific course content that
is determined by the instructor. This content provides
both the theme of the course and the means of teaching
the college success strategies without duplicating already
extant campus programs. Course topics have included
geriatrics, careers, and international business.
To date, seven sections have been taught to about
twenty students each. The first offering of the course
in Fall l 996 was limited to four sections. Fall sign up,
which occurred at different summer orientation sessions,
was very limited and many more students wanted to

I
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sign up than there was space. By Spring 1998, approximately 320, or about one-tenth of North Georgia students will have taken the two credit hour course, which
1s not
Even
enrollment figures suggest
strong interest in the course, we arc more interested in
its success. Docs it improve
success and increase
retention rates? Because the course is so new, our conclusions are still tentative.
will know more as time
based on our preliminary qualitative
of sections offered Fall 1
the course 1s a success.

One
of
" In addition
the text used
the other sections, John Gardener
and Jerome Jewlcr's Your College Experience: Strategies for Success, texts included the North Georgia College Undergraduate Bulletin and three essays focusing
on how museums and other public institutions manipulate the public view. John Berger's "Ways of Seeing,"
Walker Percy's "The Loss of the Creature," and
Lawrence Weschlcr's "Inhaling the Spore: Field Trip to
a Museum of Natural Un(History)" challenged the students' critical reading skills. They also provided a basis
for assignments that pushed students into the higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectivesapplication, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
The academic skills component of the course also
demanded higher-order skills. The second exam required
each student to use the Undergraduate Bulletin to plan
out a course of study for the first two years and then to
evaluate the plan in writing. The exercise was crucial to
college success, especially with conversion from the quarter to the semester system looming-these students
should complete their core classes before that time.
Cognitively, the exam demanded comprehending the requirements for the degree program, applying those requirements by mapping out a quarter by quarter plan,
analyzing the program for its strengths and weaknesses,
synthesizing the schedule with any other personal considerations, and evaluating the plan for its workability,
flexibility, and value.
Students recognized the value and practicality of the
assignment. One student wrote in a portfolio evaluation, "I thought I had planned out my course of study
prior to fall quarter-I was wrong. I had not actually
taken the time to research through my course catalog
and map out which classes I will be taking each quarter.
Test #2 actually made me accomplish this crucial task."
Another student commented that she had learned how
to use the handbook "more efficiently": "It is sort of
frightening to think about how much crucial information is housed in this little book. Therefore, it is a must
that each student, including myself, be very familiar with
the handbook and the proper way in which to locate its
information ... ! truly felt that I gained a better grasp of
to

the handbook and the appropriate way in which to use
it as a result of this exam."
Is the course effective? Faculty remain dedicated
to the course because it can enculturate students into
the academic community, a community that demands
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Because
these cognitive skills are more difficult than the knowledge and comprehension skills students have long practiced, they often resist assignments using these higher
level skills. Strategies for College Success, then, offers
opportunities for faculty to counter student resistance
to difficult conceptual tasks before they fully engage in
their core course work.
Students themselves recognized how their thinking
and writing expanded. One student wrote in his portfolio evaluation: "The overall importance of writing is
not so much the narrative story of chronological events,
but rather the analysis of how the events came about
and how they apply to me. Writing should express the
thoughts of the writer, not the preconceived ideas of a
professor or any other individual." Another also recognized his wider perceptions: "The more I focused in
the class, the more I realized that this class had more to
offer and I could end up learning a lot more than just
how to write better. For instance, my ways of seeing on
particular things has changed. I no longer base my opinion about things on preconceived notions."
These students have developed new "ways of seeing," an openness to new ideas. They are ripe for college success. Thus, our qualitative analysis suggests that
the course is a success but a quantitative analysis is also
warranted. This formal quantitative assessment requires
the use of statistical techniques. Using these techniques,
we compare the success of freshmen who have taken
the course with the success of freshmen who have not
taken the course. Over time, we will track these students as they proceed through their higher educational
experiences.

Data
Our data set includes all NGC&SU students with cumulative hours less than 25 hours and who were enrolled in the Fall 1996. Of the 696 freshmen who fell
into this category, 78 took the class and 618 did not. A
division by gender reveals that approximately the same
percentage of students who took the class were female
as is reflected in the 696 freshmen (69'1'o and 63%, respectively). For each student we have hours attempted,
hours completed, quality points, high school average,
SAT scores, and demographic information such as race,
gender, and marital status.

Methodology
Freshman GPAs are computed based upon a standard
model with some modification (Board of Regents of the
USG, 1996a and 1996b; Pascarella and Terenzini, 1991;
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and Stage, et. al., 1996). By modeling student GPA
based upon their individual characteristics, we can then
predict the effect of these same characteristics on the
one of the
general freshman population.
characteristics for the students is whether or not they
have taken the Strategies for College Success course
(SCS100).
More specifically, freshman GPA is modeled as a
function of high school average, SAT verbal, SAT math,
gender, race, marital status and enrollment in SCS 100.
The last four variables are handled using dummy variables. The dummy variables are assigned a value of
"O" for the more common characteristic and a "1" for
the less common characteristic. At NGC&SU, our student population is predominantly female, single, and
White; thus these dummy values are "O". The alternate categories, male, not single, and non-White, are
each assigned a value of "l ". Due to the very small
numbers of non-White students, it was not statistically
feasible to include a dummy variable for each separate
race.
The most general regression equation is shown as
model 5 below.

GPA=<X+~ (SCS) +y (HSAVG) +o (SATV) +A. (SAW)
+~(MALE)+~(NON-WHITE)+0(.MAR)+E

where a is the constant to be estimated and the coefficients to be estimated are represented by~, y, (), A,
/;,, T\, and 0 . The residuals are reflected by£. The
variables SCS, HSAVG, SATV, SATM, MALE, NONWHITE, and MAR respectively reflect, enrollment in
Strategies for College Success, high school average, verbal SAT, math SAT, gender dummy, race dummy, and
marital status dummy.
We have modeled four additional versions of the
general model 5. This is to isolate the effects of additional variables and to check the robustness of our results to different model specifications. Regression models 1 through 4 are shown below.

l'lodel 1,
GPA=cx+P (SCS) +E

Model 2,
GPA=a+P (SCS) +y (HSAVG) +S (SA'lV) +A(SATM) +E

Model 3,
GPA=a+p(SCS) +y (HSAVG) +S (SA'lV) +A(SATM) +~(MALE) +E

Model 4,
GPA=a+p (SCS) +y (HSAVG) +S (SA'lV) +A(SATM) +~(MALE) +Tj (NON-WHITE) +e
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The results so far are fneliminary and based upon one
quarter's grades. Even so, we have found that taking
the Strategies for College Success class appears to improve a student's GPA. In
our results for the students' first quarter predict that a student's GPA will increase
0.2 GPA points if a student takes the class.
This result is significant with a p-value of between 0.05
and 0.06 for models 2, 3, 4, and 5. The results for
Model 1 are not significant. This is most likely because
Model 1 does not control for any academic ability measures. It is also interesting to note that race does not
appear to make any difference in predicting GPA for
NGC&SU freshmen but that gender and marital status
do. Females tend to do better than males, and married
students tend to do better than single students.
It is prudent to point out again that these results
are based upon preliminary data-only one quarter of
grades have been assessed-because of the "newness"
of the class and initial data availability. This study is a
longitudinal one, and so we need more time for the data
"to come in" to see if the class is helping students over
the long run and not just the short run. Additionally,
we do not believe self-selection bias to be a problem for
several reasons. First, sign up was limited and doled
out over the course of the entire preceding summer.
Second, poor students signed up to get the extra help
and we think this particular potentially biasing effect
will be mitigated by the highly motivated students who
also signed up for the class. This is an area we will
study in future research. Third, we have corrected for
differences in student ability by including variables for
SAT verbal scores, SAT math scores, and high school
averages.

Overall results indicate that our Strategies for College
Success course appears to be effective in improving student success in college. Our results are in line with other
college/university experiences. Both students and the
university are benefitting. However, further study is
warranted. We are concerned with accounting for any
possible bias in the test group. The analysis of longrun data will mitigate any effect the individual course,
SCSlOO, had on student GPAs for the quarter the course
was taken. Also to mitigate possible bias, we plan to
develop a control group of students who did not take
the class that is based upon similar educational and
demographic characteristics as the students who took
the class. We will also continue to compare student
GPAs of those who took the class to the general student
population but we will do this for longer time periods.
Ultimately, we will track all the students through graduation via both quarterly and cumulative GPAs. Lastly,
we will compare retention rates for those who took class
versus those who did not take the class.
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Peer Mentoring

Deborah Elaine Bembry,
Associate Professor, Education,
Albany State University

has been
and will continue to be a part of the academic setting.
We in academia accept that this structure is the most
efficient way to meet the needs of the masses but question whether it is the most effective way to meet the
needs of individual students. In this day and age of
cultural diversity and recognition of individual learning styles, we dare not overlook this component.
In the meantime, because of lack of resources, both
financial and human, coupled with ignorance about
learning and teaching styles, large classes still envelop
the college and university landscape. Until the knowledge and resources become available to reduce these
classes, how do we accommodate these students? One
possibility is peer mentoring.
In this scenario, large classes (usually core curriculum) in the humanities, sciences, math and social sciences that have a high failure rate arc identified. Next,
students who were successful (made an "A" or "B") in
these classes arc identified and challenged to serve as
"models" of good student behavior. These "expert stuTHE MANA(;FMENT OF LARCE CLASS INSTRlJCTION

dents" or models arc then paired with a professor who
teaches a large class as his/her assistant. Now the work
begins.
While there is an assumption that these model students knew what it took to be successful in these particular courses, they should be taught or reminded how
to he model students. Once the students accept the challenge, they arc hired and given charges that include attending classes daily, participating in workshops for
study skills, time nunagcrncnt and the like. Additionally, they must attend high enrollment classes and serve
as role models by taking notes, stimulating discussion,
asking questions and holding study sessions for fellow
classmates at least twice a week.
With such a program, \VC arc able to accomplish
several goals. Three of them include saving on financial resources by hiring assistants instead of reducing
class size, giving students opportunities to demonstrate
their leadership and teaching skills and improving students' performance in core courses.
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higher education over the last decade. It is now being
employed successfully in such diverse fields as agricultural
needs of our
education and social work. As the
students expand and become more
to
be willing to utilize every
satisfy these needs.
One method which
qualifies for many discistuplines is experiential education, the process
dents, through direct experiences, may formulate and assimilate knowledge, skills, and values. In the past, volunteer experiences as well as practicums, internships and field
studies have been employed with
degrees of success. What is advocated by this author,
is the use
of an experiential learning
which I have labeled
the practical work experience
Therefore, into
the professional recreation
at North Georgia
College & State University, I have incorporated practical,
subject-related work experience as a course requirement.
This hands-on work experience provides unique learning opportunities for the student. This instructional technique also adds new dimensions to the standard, classroom environment. Students, for example, arc able to
return to the classroom where they can share what they
have learned during practical work experience sessions.
Simply put, each student is placed, after prior consultation, into an out-of-the-classroom work setting under the
professional supervision of the director or manager of that
agency or organization. Examples of such agencies or
organizations in our geographical area include community/municipal recreation departments, state parks, youthserving agencies, therapeutic recreation organizations, and
commercial recreation agencies. Once placed, the student
is required to work up to five hours per week, gaining
experiences in as many components of the Recreation and
Leisure Services field as possible. Special emphasis is placed
on the components of organization, personnel management, programming, public relations, and maintenance.
Specifically, the objectives of this approach are to provide my students with:

ExPER!EN11AL LEARNING HAS ACHIEVED

•

•

•

the opportunity to determine their abilities in the areas of recreational leadership, programming and administration.
the environment in which they might field-test principles, theories, and philosophies learned through classroom cxpenences.
the opportunity to assess their own ability to estab-

THROUCH

lish positive social relationships and to achieve personal growth and fulfillment.
Once each student has completed their practical work cxwhich may constitute up to twenty-five percent
their course requirements, they must submit an evaluation to me. This brief reflection includes a summary of
the types of activities participated in as well as a statement
of what the experiences have meant to the student. In
addition, the student's field supervisor is also required to
submit their assessment of the student's performance. In
terms of feedback, the results have been very positive and
encouraging. Students, though reluctant at first, often remark that it is from this
of the course that they
learn and grow the most. Perhaps a major reason for this
positive feedback is that the average student feels that he/
she is beginning to make a successful transition to the career world.
Field supervisors not only welcome their addition to
the agency work force, but also their fresh ideas and approaches to everyday tasks. Such students, unhampered
by entrenched, bureaucratic thought processes, often offer novel and insightful solutions to common problems in
the workplace. In addition to the many ways in which
student learning is aided, the community at-large also benefits from this learning approach. In the first place, a communication link is established between our curriculum and
the staffs as well as participants at various recreation and
leisure service agencies. By means of such a program, these
agencies can enlarge their offerings to the average citizen.
Some of the new offerings may include outdoor adventure activities, arts and crafts, and new programs for senior citizens. New ideas generated by our students can be
translated into new activities, which are then implemented
as resources permit.
Not to be overlooked as a vital outcome of this educational technique is the genuine good will that is fostered
between college and community. Opportunities are clearly
presented in which citizens from both college and community can work side by side to encourage the wise use of
leisure by all. College personnel as well as community
leaders and citizens are given many chances to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of their relationships. This technique truly offers a chance to build bridges of understanding and opportunity between vital public agencies and institutions.

I
AFTER ATTENDING The American Management
Association's 1997 Annual Human Resources Conference and
in Dallas
14-17, I would like
that reflect
business environment and the
students as educators. The
mornmg
session of
the American
Association's was Dr. Daniel
author of Emotional Intelligence.
Daniel Goleman was driving up the West Side
way in Manhattan one
Friday evening at rush
hour when he noticed a man in a wheelchair moving in
and out of traffic. The man had no legs and held a cup
on his lap. Startled and moved, Dr. Goleman went to
drop a $5 bill into the cup when a gust of wind swept
the bill up into the moving traffic. He was saddened by
what happened. He continued watching the man in the
wheelchair as someone behind him got out of his car,
picked up the $5 bill, and placed it in the cup.
"I don't know who he was, but I wish that there
were more people like him," said Goleman, an esteemed
psychologist, journalist and bestselling author of Emotional Intelligence. "We need more people in our organizations who find solutions and go the extra mile. These
are people who, I say, have emotional intelligence."
Goleman claims that emotional intelligence is more
of a determining factor in an individual's personal and
professional success than traditional I.Q. "If you characterize the competencies of effective leaders, you find
that only 20 to 25 percent of competencies that distinguish stars are I.Q. The other 80 or so percent are 'soft
skills' or people management skills."
Competencies that make up emotional intelligence
include self-control, integrity, persistence, adaptability,
motivation, initiative, organizational commitment, optimism and empathy, according to Goleman. The bad
news is that emotional intelligence is on the decline nationwide. "American children don't have the impulse
control they had in previous generations." He attributes
this finding to two factors - one economic, the other
technological. Today, most children have both parents
who work outside the home and, hence, have less free
time to spend with them. Additionally, children are staring at video monitors at an unprecedented rate instead
of playing with other children, which is how we pass
on these social skills. "If you're not paying attention to

this range of ability, you will have severe problems later.
to deal with this reality."
It's ·
The good news is that the abilities are learnable at
any phase of life. "We can help people improve if we
understand the fundamentals of emotional change." As
educators we must ensure that students will be provided
tools for Emotional Intelligence. One of the requisites
for corporate success is EQ. Coleman's description of
corporate success is someone who shows this profile: a
good listener, gracious, a self-starter, respected and gets
along well with others.
Emotion is prior to cognition and has an important role in one's life. It dictates how well people operate in life. Managing emotions, such as anxiety or anger, is
Aristotle said, "Anyone can be angry
but it is not easy to be angry at the right time or at the
right person."
Childhood is changing, resulting in fewer people
skills due to less contact with others. We as educators
need to address this problem and help our students to
develop human and social skills, therefore helping them
to develop their emotional side along with the academic.
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Catherine B. Price, Department Head
Professor,
Valdosta State University
Its earliest forms were fables and parables and it was popularized by the Harvard Business School in the 1880s. Cases
have been used extensively in industrial management
training and collections are being marketed by the educational publishing community. The case study method
has been a successful teaching strategy for promoting
higher-order thinking skills. This method works well
with undergraduates and graduates, with individuals
and groups, and in a variety of content areas. The purpose of this article is to answer questions about the use
and development of cases for instruction.

I

THE CASE METHOD IS NOT A NEW TEACHING TOOL.

Yes. Some of the advantages arc also disadvantages.
Because cases do not provide one right answer, instructors and/or students who are uncomfortable with multiple possibilities, may not feel satisfied with this method.
Cases can be time-consuming, requiring instructors to
be selective in the content and principles assigned to
the case method. As cases only simulate the student as
decision-maker or problem-solver and do not provide
the real experience, they may not convey the complexity of the real situation. And finally, the case method
requires a highly skilled instructor to lead/manage the
case debriefing.

is a
A case is a description of a real or hypothetical situation reflecting experiences actually encountered in the
discipline under study. Its use gives students an opportunity to put themselves in the decision-maker's or problem-solver's shoes.

are
Any discipline can use this instructional tool. In addition to business/industry, the use of cases has been reported in a variety of content areas including medical
fields, social work, the sciences, robotics/computer science, languages, library/information studies. My own
use has been in the areas of teacher education and instructional technology. My best examples have been in
the application of principles guiding the "fair use" of
copyright law (decision-making), application of motivation theory in project management (problem-solving),
and the application of models in instructional design
(decision-making and problem-solving).

cases
Primary among many advantages is the case's ability to
increase retention and foster critical-analysis and problem-solving skills. Cases promote active student participation and provide relevance, both of which are
motivating factors for learning. Well-developed cases
can incorporate theory and practice, support multi-disciplinary perspectives, and allow simulation of diverse
and inaccessible settings. The use of cases with groups
has improved group process skills, but cases are also
appropriate for individuals. Cases usually do not have
one "right" answer so they allow different approaches
to decisions/problems.
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The critical role of an instructor who uses the case
method is creator of a positive, accepting environment
for student sharing. This involves modeling active listening and openness to diverse approaches and guiding
the debriefing discussion to intended learning outcomes.

is a case
As with other instructional methods there are pre-," during," and post-instructional procedures that affect learning. Before instruction, the instructor must decide on
lesson objectives, select or design an appropriate problem situation, and organize resources/logistics. Steps
to follow during a case study lesson are: orient students to the problem, organize students for studying
the case, present any artifacts or exhibits, and assist students in their independent or group investigation. Following student investigation of the case, the instructor
must conduct a debriefing with the students. This discussion allows students to analyze, evaluate, and synthesize their responses. It allows the instructor to analyze and evaluate the problem-solving process and to
assess students' individual and group performances.
Are there different types of cases? Yes. The most
common type is the printed narrative. Others which
may be more motivating are those written as a memo
or letter, an editorial, or a mono/dialogue. Audio or
video productions make the case more realistic.

is a case
The following steps are recommended:
Step 1: Think about your course content and choose
an area which requires higher-order thinking
skills.

I

2: Make a problem situation out of the topic.
Define the problem for students or allow students to define the
themselves. Select
a context your students will enjoy and find
3:

and irrelevant information to be
(;et ideas from

Known situations arc not recognizable.
Conflict or friction points are included.
Irrelevant details are included.
The problem is open-ended.
The problem is likely to stimulate discussion/debate.
solutions are possible.
Solutions arc not given or implied.

Classroom instruction and management. New York: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
(l
The winning trainer. Houston:
Gulf Publishing Company.

6:
involved.
7: Review your case against the
list (below) and revise.
(~asc

check-

Design Guidelines

Subject matter is realistic.
Length is appropriate.
facts arc presented sequentially, clearly, and briefly.
facts are adequate to resolve case.
Characters are believable and interesting.

Mcrseth, K.K. ( 1997). Case studies in educational administration. New York: Longman, Inc.
Wilson, B.G. Ed. (1996). Constructivist learning environments: Case studies in instructional design.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications, Inc.

Catherine teaches in the Instructional Technology
Program.

Teaching International Politics:
An Active Learning Model
Chien-pin Li, Associate Professor, Political Science,
Kennesaw State University
usually taking place
thousands of miles away, are frequently perceived as
having little direct impact on our daily lives. foreign
names and places, often "strange" and "obscure," further reinforces this perception of irrelevance. Hence,
other than the most obvious effect that a major conflict
in Mideast might have on the oil price, many people
have difficulties identifying the specific impacts of the
international politics on their daily lives and/or their
communities. As a result of this "disconnection,'' the
majority of the general public have developed an indifferent attitude toward foreign events, or a disinterest in
global issues.
I believe that the perceived irrelevance and insignificance of international events and issues is definitely
a major roadblock to effective learning of international
politics, especially in retaining and applying the materials. However, the solution to this problem seems to go
beyond the simple task of "keeping them informed."
Even with the discussion of the concept of "interdependence" and ample examples of the U.S. relations with

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AND ISSUES,

the rest of the world, which supposedly prove the point
of the domestic-international linkages, interests in international affairs might be enhanced only marginally.
It seems that the real problem is greater than sheer ignorance or mis-perception; it might have something to
do with the pedagogy: how information is delivered and
presented by the instructor and how it is received and
evaluated by the students.
To address this problem, I begin to look for ways
to redesign my teaching plan and re-organize materials
so that not only will the domestic-international connections be highlighted in a more explicit fashion, but
also be more appreciated by students, so as to change
their perceptions and attitudes, and remove their mental blocks.

International Politics:
the I,earning Process Revisited
In my own analysis, besides the mis-perceived domestic-international disconnection, the conventional way
of teaching international politics might have contrib-
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uted to the aforementioned indifferent attitudes. In the
traditional approach, students learn about international
politics through lectures; occasionally, video tapes or
newspapers are used to integrate
issues and current events into classroom discussion. These
though widely used and probably effective in transmitting the knowledge, might not be the most effective ones
in promoting student learning.
From my observation, one of the
in the traditional approach is that it creates a "theaterstage" mentality. Frequently, students learn about the
global problems of wars, arms races, ethnic violence,
or human rights violations through detached, aloof
observation via books, videos, newspapers, and lectures.
Hence, like the audience in a theater, they usually do
not and can not sense the direct impacts of these problems on their lives and immediate surroundings. In other
words, they have difficulty in relating to those phenomena. Thus, when all is said and done, global issues and
events remain someone else's problems and concerns.
To remove this obstacle, I try to use a different approach in teaching international politics. First, I retain
a good part of the lectures, but re-organize its contents
and reading assignments so that the international-domestic linkages are illustrated in a more distinct manner. Currently, most of the textbooks mention these
"linkages" in their introductions, but disregard them
afterwards. Hence, significant effort must be put in to
select coherent lessons and cases that highlight the linkages whereas maintain their connection to the literature. More importantly, to supplement the lecturing
and reading part, I try to integrate research assignments
into the teaching process through the idea of active learnmg.
For me, "active learning" contains two essential
elements. First, students should not be idle spectators.
They cannot just sit there and wait for whatever is being presented by the instructor; instead they should take
part in the "show" production. The whole class-the
instructor and the students altogether-should be connected with one another in a joint exploration of the
knowledge. Lectures, notes, and reading assignments
prepared by the instructor provide the basic foundation for the learning process. Students should build upon
that foundation by bringing additional thoughts and
ideas to enrich that base. In this way, they will learn
not only from the instructor, but also from one another.
From this learning process, students will be able to further explore their potentials.
Second, to ensure that they fully extend their potentials, there must be enough interactions between the
instructor and the students, and between the students
themselves. Prompt feedbacks from the instructors and
classmates will challenge the students to think through
their logic, perfect their arguments, and do their best in
anticipation of possible criticism from their peers. As a
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guments, as well as those of others. This might also
facilitate the learning of critical thinking.
With these principles in mind, I start to experiment
with an active learning model in teaching international
Through the metaphor of an "Early Warning
for Georgia" (EWSG), I try to make it more
interesting, and more challenging, for students to understand and appreciate the connections between their
local communities (the state of Georgia) and the international community. The assumption is that, once students discover themselves how the international society connects to their own local communities, they will
be more interested in the subject of international politics.

Driving Home the Message:
Warning System for Georgia

An

The idea of early warning systems is to alert decision
makers early enough to trends that might produce problems, so that they will have sufficient time to respond
to the problems or to take preventive actions. While
students will not, of course, be able to take the actions
of such decision makers, the proposed EWSG model
will adapt this idea to academic learning by emphasizing the processes of collecting data, interpreting data,
and applying theory to potential problems.
In this approach, lectures in the class take the traditional direction by covering the substantive areas in
international politics; it is up to the students to find out
for themselves how Georgia might interact with the international community on various issues. Through research assignments, students will do research on different topics; but together, these topics fit nicely with each
other like different pieces of a puzzle.
Phase 1. Division of Labor: The whole class is divided
into two groups (Georgia specialist and global analyst)
along three different issue areas. The role of a Georgia
specialist is to study the current ties between Georgia
and the international community within a particular
issue area, whereas the role of a global analyst is to
examine some of the global or regional trends and patterns in the same area.
Phase 2. Research: Examples of some research directions are suggested by the instructor, and students can
select other topics with the approval of the instructor.
Instructor should minimize overlaps in students' research. A sample of the research topics is listed below:

Political, Security and Diplomacy Issues
Georgia Specialist
'" Georgia's defense industries and their foreign
markets
" Georgia's military bases, their roles in peace-keeping
efforts and their roles in training foreign troops
• Foreign consuL1tes in c;corgia

think tanks

"' Education issues in the globe
Environmental issues in the globe

connection with
Phase 3.

and Global
from the same issue area will have
and

or
of cross-issues linkthc
relationcign

connections between

on
to international trade

or investment

"
"

m

responses to the project seem to
At the beginning, they generfor they have no ideas
connections.
once
arc able to conduct interviews or compile inform a ti on from local newspapers or through the
internet, their interests start to pick up.
discussicms
to make more sense to them. There is a
genuine excitement and enthusiasm
the time when
group
is about to start.
arc
interested in what other issue groups have found for
The
and answer

Editor's Note: This article is a report done
author in
of a Kennesaw State
S1111mzer
the summer of 1996.
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Betty Oliver Seabolt, Assistant Professor, Art,
Southern Polytechnic State University

STUDENTS GAIN GREATEST APPRECIATION for visual arts when
they explore all the disciplines: art history, criticism,
aesthetics, and production, but the challenge of providing positive and meaningful "studio" experience for appreciation students is formidable. Time and space constraints pressure instructors to emphasize "product" at
the expense of "process." A new look at Judy Chicago's
"The Dinner Party" suggested a solution: a student
"Dinner Party" to honor artists whose lives have been
researched and interpreted in individual place settings.
The original "Dinner Party," a mixed media installation produced to honor famous women in history,
combined years of scholarship and the work of hundreds of artisans to produce a monumental 1979 exhibit that introduced viewers to the accomplishments
of female heroes. A dinner table, triangular in shape
with sides 48 feet long, supported 39 individual place
settings created to honor each guest and to reflect events,
influences, and accomplishments in their lives. Under
the table, a ceramic "Heritage Floor" recorded the
names of 999 additional notable women. Following Ms.
Chicago's famous example, Art Appreciation students
host "The Dinner Party, Part II: For Famous Artists" at
Southern Polytechnic State University each quarter.
Working in teams, students collaborate by e-mail
as they research individual artists using traditional print
media, on-line resources, and interactive multimedia
titles from the Electronic Gallery of the SPSU Library.
Teams then design unique place settings and table runners representative of the artistic style of each guest.
The college community joins Art Appreciation students
in honoring famous artists by viewing "The Dinner
Party, Part II," a special week-long educational exhibit
in the Student Center. Finally, a special "Web site" team
recreates the exhibit digitally on the Web for future instruction and enjoyment.
Preparation for "The Dinner Party, Part II" begins
with an introductory slide lecture on Chicago's original
installation. Ms. Chicago's new volume, The Dinner
Party (1996) by Viking Press, provides an excellent resource for study. The class examines several place settings as reflections of the lives and accomplishments of
the guests they honor. The three faces decorating the
plate of 19th century abolitionist Sojourner Truth re-
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veal the sorrow of slavery, the anger at injustice, and
the legacy of African culture. The richly embroidered
sun on Hatshepsut's table runner of Hatshepsut celebrates her reign of ancient Egypt's 18th dynasty. While
acting as interpreter and guide for the Lewis and Clark
Expedition, Sacajawea carried her child in a beaded
cradleboard similar to the one above her plate; her
beaded monogram represents the Indian translation of
her name, "Bird woman." With each example students

I
I

discuss
of artists.
After

of interpreting the lives and

I
I

and

Research papers include
surnmarv of important events
and a
attractive cover.
Three weeks before the actual
teams turn
drafts of th<: writt<:n r<:scarch paper and
and
the
Few restrictions
commercially available
and utensils are "off limits'' unless radically
students
arc encouraged to consider tools of the trade as utensils
and reminded th<lt each individual element must reflect
th<: style, technique, and place in hi:-,tory of the artist.
Finally "exhibit week" arrives, and students arrange
chronologically the artists' place settings, research papers, menus, place cards, and guest lists around a giant
rectangular table in the Student Center. Posters around
c:rn1pus <rnnouncc the exhibit, inviting the college community to help celebLne the lives of famous artists. For
the entire week, art appreciation classes meet in the exhibit hall, and teams rake turns introducing their artist
to the class, using individual elements of the place setting to interpret the artist's style and events in his life.
At the end of the week students have met many different artists, seen a giant timcline of place settings interpreting their styles, heard their
biographies, and examined the influences on their lives.
Each team's place setting and research paper ;ire
evaluated on thoroughness, craftsmanship, originality,
effort, and teamwork. Evaluating the project itself reveal,; sever<1l positive outcomes. Preparation for the exhibit provides exposure to art history, criticism, acsthctand production. Student' experience collaborative
learning while researching a variety of media to study
the context within which the artist lived and worked.
Participants metaphorically interpret the artist's style
while manipulating and arranging materials to produce
place settings. Finally, students learn about other artists from each other, while seeing interpret<nions of manv
artists' styles and experiencing the excitement of participating in an art exhibit. Less fornul but equally
gratifying evidence of the project's success arc the animated "after dinner" convers<Hions and excited requests
for future invitations to "The Dinner Party, Part II: For
Famous Artists"!

llctty ()/zucr Seabolt is a Regents' Con11ecti11g

·frachcrs and Technology Faculty Dcuclopment
\'<lorkshop award recipient.
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Nanette Commander, Assistant

Georgia State University
Lynn Hart, Associate Professor;

Georgia State University
Marti Singer, Associate Professor, Learning Support,

Georgia State University

Many post secondary institutions
are carefully reconsidering their
teaching missions as one approach
to effecting retention and improving
the quality of instruction for their
undergraduates. This recognition of
the importance of teaching reflects
a national concern that "the future
health of the institution depends
upon how well it serves its undergraduate students-an increasingly
diverse population" (Syracuse,
1996) - particularly during the first
year when the rate of attrition is
greatest. However, in many institutions entering students' early experiences are with faculty having the
least preparation or experience in
teaching. Part-time faculties arc responsible for 25 to 50 percent of undergraduate instruction (Nyquist,
Abbott, Wulff & Sprague, 1991;
Darling & Dewey, 1989). This employment practice will likely continue since it provides the significant
benefits of flexible staffing at minimum costs.
Few would argue that adequate
training and mentoring of graduate
teaching assistants (GTAs) and parttimc faculty (PTis) arc vital for quality instruction. Presently colleges
and universities provide varied strategics for preparing GTAs and PTis
for the challenges of teaching at the
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post secondary level. These strategies may include teacher manuals,
orientation sessions lasting from one
day to one week in length, varying
forms of mentoring, tutoring experiences, supplemental instruction,
team teaching with an experienced
professor, and/or taking courses designed to prepare teachers of undergraduates.
Obviously, there are a number
of options available to facilitate the
maturation process of GTAs and
PTis into tomorrow's professors.
While it is highly appropriate to initiate a teacher development program
for adjunct faculty, it may be highly
inappropriate to assume the format
that would best meet the needs of
an institution or an individual department within an institution.
While all institutions should seek to
train GTAs and PTis in ways that
acknowledge teaching as scholarship
and prepare this population for their
current and future role as faculty,
programs must be designed to meet
unique needs.

In order to make recommendations
for a teacher development program
for the College of Arts and Science
in our institution and at the same
time avoid assumptions about the
needs of the CTA and PTI faculty

that may not be accurate, three faculty at Georgia State University initiated the Needs Assessment For
Quality Instruction Project
(NAFQI). After an extensive review
of the literature to learn about cfforts at other institutions 3nd after
an investigation into existing programs across our university, this research team created a "Surveys of
Perceptions" about teaching by PTis
and GTAs. In Fall, 1996, we first
administered the survey to adjunct
faculty, as the number of GTAs and
PT!s is largest during this quarter.
The full-time faculty and students
received their surveys in the Winter
and Spring Quarters of 1997 respectively. The surveys were designed
to yield three kinds of data: demographic information, quantitative
data pertaining to issues such as
numbers of years taught and ranking of teacher skill, and qualitative
data about views and perspectives
of teaching, concerns, and needs.
An effort was made to develop parallel items on the surveys to parttime faculty, full time faculty, and
students so that results could be examined from three different perspectives.

[nitial analysis of the survey to GTAs
and PTis reveals interesting themes
and contradictions. For example, on
a four point scale (1 =poor, 2=fair,
3=good, 4=excellent), part-time faculty report an average of 3. 76 in
content knowledge and 3.32 in
teaching ability. However, in an
open-ended question where faculty
express concerns they would like to
see addressed, pedagogical support
and mentoring was the second most
frequently mentioned issue (after
more pay!). Part-time faculty rate
themselves as good teachers but they
see teacher development experiences
as their greatest need.
When asked, "In what ways
would you like to see your teaching
improve?" examples of common re-

sponses are: greater understanding
of adult learners, knowledge about
students and their needs, ways to
make explanations clearer, ways to
get discussions going, communication skills, writing tests that teach
as vvell as n1casure, and need for
more teaching strategies.
As data analysis continues, we
will look for consistent themes
within and across the three groups
surveyed (part-time faculty, full-time
faculty, and students) for an accurate picture of perceptions regarding the quality of teaching by adjunct
faculty. The project will culminate
with recommendations to the Dean
for a faculty development program
unique to our college.

Preliminary conclusions indicate
that the "needs" reported by GTAs
and PTis at Georgia State University
arc similar to those reported by adjunct faculty from other institutions
around the country: teacher development, connection within the department and the university, and
better compensation. Additional information from survey analysis and
planned interviews will continue to
inform our efforts. We are encouraged that this self-study will assist
us in making sound recommendations regarding the nature of the program needed to support our adjunct
faculty and improve the instructional climate of the undergraduate
program.

nication Association, San Francisco,
California.
Nyquist, J.D., Abbott, R.D., Wulff,
D.H., & Sprague, J. (1991). Preparing the professoriate of tomorrou.J to teach: Selected readings in
TA training. Dubuque: Kendall/
Hunt.
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or comments can be
made to Nannette at

Top Five Concerns
Of Adjunct Faculty
1. Compensation
2

Pedagogical support
and mentoring
3 Communication/
feeling part of the
community
4. Job secwity
5 Respect from
colleagues

I
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DURING MY THIRTY YEARS OF COLLEGE TEACHING EXPERI-

I have also served as a department head, coordinator, division chairperson, director, and dean of instruction. ln performing these various roles, I have
observed that even though new teachers and some "seasoned" teachers arc enthusiastic about faculty development, a significant percentage of these teachers eventually grows skeptical and weary of faculty development.
Ann Lieberman ( 199.'i), a professor at Columbia College and co-director of the National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching, agrees and
states that in-service training is "unconnected to life,"
and "it is often a melange of abstract ideas that pays
little attention to the ongoing support of continuous
learning and changed practices" (p. 592). A multimillion dollar industry supplies the workshops, in-service
programs, and half-day training sessions that characterize much of the professional development. While
some of this professional development does the job,
much is intellectual junk food.
Over eighty percent of professional development
money is controlled by the individual institutions or their
districts (Bradley, 1996, p. 32). Therefore, the responsibility for providing faculty development usually falls
upon a busy administrator who does not want to take
the time to confer with departmental chairpersons or
to poll the faculty about their needs. Consequently, the
busy administrator calls an outside expert. This "expert" is too often one of the administrator's best friends
from another institution or a state agency or an acquaintance from a recent conference. The latter type of "expert" is frequently discovered during a social hour at
the conference.
The faculty members usually do not share the
administrator's fascination with the expert. What this
consultant or staff developer has to offer may or may
not be particularly relevant to teachers. And it may not
have any connection to an institution's or district's overall professional or educational goals. The topics for
faculty development may also be too general and
boringly repetitious of those topics presented in the past
at professional conferences and at the faculty's own institution. Thus, many faculty members long for fresh,
innovative, and relevant workshop content that does
not waste their time. By relevant content, I mean content that is directly relevant to each subject area. Gary
Sykes ( 1996 ), a professor in the Departments of Educational Administration and Teacher Education at MichiENCE,
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gan State University, says that many teachers "still hunger for something more direct, immediate, and definite"
Although educators and researchers continue to
lament the superficial programs pushed on faculty, a
consensus has begun to emerge about the kind of professional development that faculty should be receiving.
Topping the list is a belief that classroom teachers should
be involved in planning their own learning experiences.
Consequently, when I was a dean of instruction, I gave
the faculty members of each department an opportunity to select their own workshop topics, speakers, dates,
and times. Most departments chose topics directly related to their subject areas and prominent, well-respected
speakers from near-by universities. These speakers, in
a number of cases, chaired or taught in doctoral programs that attracted our faculty. Therefore, we created
an expertise link with the greater" learning community"
on an on-going basis. The link encouraged many instructors to begin or complete their doctoral work.
Thus, we met the individual needs of the instructors
and advanced the institution's goal of increasing the
number of faculty with doctoral degrees.
The built-in incentives for this faculty development
program were equally appealing. Working with the
college president and director of faculty development, I
was able to offer the faculty some incentives for participating in faculty development. Because the college supplied food and drinks for these workshops, most divisions in the college chose to have the workshops at the
noon hour. (I firmly believe that people cannot learn
well when they are hungry and tired. I, likewise, believe that attractive, delicious refreshments rejuvenate
people and encourage them to attend workshops.) An
additional incentive involved monetary rewards for participation in faculty development. The faculty earned
professional development units for every workshop they
attended. Each time a faculty member acquired sixty
units, that individual could choose between a cash award
or advancement on the faculty pay scale. Adjunct faculty also earned cash awards. These monetary incentives made the faculty development program attractive
to all ranks of faculty. Therefore, the program was a
success throughout the academic disciplines of the college.
The success was not limited to the large turnouts
for faculty development workshops. For instance, the
interaction among new, part-time, and experienced
teachers was extremely impressive. The experienced

I

teachers discovered that new and part-time teachers h,1d
innovative
which veteran teachers could
use as (;critol for tired units or lessons. The new and
the

outconw
froin this interaction \Vas the n1utual respect and trust
that
and created a "win-win" situation for
most participants.
new and
became acclimated quickly to the
standards of their departments, and experienced faculty and their chairpersons grew confident in their new
and part-time colleagues' abilities to teach. In
some
of the veterans became long-term mentors to the adjuncts and neophytes. This enhanced teamwork eventually spread into other areas of dcpartmenL1l
like accreditation and catalog planning.
Although specialized departmental professional
development topics serve their purposes, general topics
work well when faculty arc confronted with new stare
legislation that requires changes in the whole curriculum. For instance, when I was in California, the state
legislature passed a bill that required cvcrv college
course, even physical education, to provide writing assignments that would total at least I 0,000 words
the end of the course. Since this requirement involved
all departments in the college, the faculty did not mind
attending workshops planned for the whole college.
They were cager to hear how other departments planned
to address the writing requirement. Because most of
the course outlines throughout the college had to he
rewritten, even the veteran teachers wanted to attend
the workshops.
A general workshop topic also proves to be relevant
when a common problem plagues a number of disciplines. For example, if an institution has a significant
number of faculty teaching over-load classes, some of
these people may be enduring professional burn-out.
Most faculty experiencing this predicament would not
mind attending seminars with people from other departments as long as the seminars fulfilled their needs
and helped to alleviate the problem.
Additional occasions for campus-wide faculty development workshops arc the orientation sessions for
new and part-time instructors. These workshops usually focus on surviving during the first year and following the ''rites and rituals" of an institution. However,
many institutions include sessions on syllabi planning,
effective teaching, co1Pputcr-assistcd instruction, ~111d
audio-visual aids. Since these topics arc relevant to most
new and part-time tc<1chcrs, the majority of participants
want to attend the workshops. The workshops arc, in
many cases, their first connection with the institution.
C:onscqucnrly, this first connection should he an extremely positive experience. This goal can he achieved
providing the participants with a variety of interest-

ing and useful
and an as-;ortmcnt of attracdelicious
since some of the
come
from their full-time jobs after

All of these professional
activities arc
excellent ways to improve the total learning experience
for
for professional
bccon1c \\lOVcn into the fabric of a reacher\·
than
in at the end of the
or on
rnstitutions must rethink their use of rime. In this country, teachers spend the majoritv of their working time
with students. On the contrary, in Japan,
China, and most European countries, instructors have
substantial amounts of free time built into the school
day for preparation, curriculum development, and collaborative projects with their colleagues. Many schools
consider their schedules and n.:sourccs with this faculty
development time in mind. Some schools use block
scheduling to allow common planning time for instructors and early-release days for students. Having the
students to do independent projects creates time for
teachers to learn on the job. It also frees faculty to
enjoy some quality time with their families or to pursue
personal interests. Thus, teachers arc not preoccupied
with school during all of their waking hours. Furthermore, the burn-out rate among them is reduced significantk.
Other types of impressive professional development
presently address the needs of various institutions. Some
of these needs require high-tech conveniences, which
nor all institutions can afford. However, regardless of
what kind of professional development an institution
chooses, it should have these standards:
"
"
"
•
"

"
"
"
•
"

0

show respect for the participants by treating them
as professionals and not wasting their time
ensure depth of content knowledge (often found
in departmental workshops)
offer specific knowledge about the teaching and
learning processes in particular disciplines
reflect the best available research
address common needs, problems, and changes
among all disciplines (usually achieved in campuswidc workshops)
contribute tu measurable improvement in student
achievement
encourage inquirv, reflection, and cxpcrime11tat1on
im«ilvc a sharing of knowledge and focus on a
comm uni tv effort
connect to the tc~1chcrs' work with their students
allow sufficient time, support, and resources to
enable faculty to master new content and pedagogy for utilization in their classroom
he designed
those individuals who participate
m it, in cooperation with experts in the field (also
sckcted h\- the participants)
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.. link classroom teachers to a larger
munity that offers
on an
(like
universities with doctoral
" create a balance between
the needs of the
individual teachers and
the
tional
of their institutions and districts
.. take a variety of
some that I have
not discussed
'" become a serious consideration in the
of faculty
" include part-time faculty
" reward faculty who take professional development
seriously with salary increments, cash
release time, and travel compensation
" continue as an on-going process that grows and
improves with each year (even when funding is
limited).
This sustained change in teachers' learning opportunities and practices will require sustained investment in
the infrastructure of professional development. This

means investment in the development of the institutions
and environmental supports that will promote the
of ideas and shared learning about how
sional improvement can be attempted and sustained.
This mission can be
if administrators will
listen to what
die countless. hours of their lives that have been \Vastcd
and

Bradley, A. ( 1996). Teachers as Learners. Teachers

1, 32.
Lieberman, A. ( 199 5). Practices that support teacher
development. Phi Delta Kappa, 76, 592.
Sykes, G. (1996). Reform of and as professional development. Phi Delta Kappa, 77, 466.

1997-1998 Master Teaching Program Award Recipients
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is
pleased to announce the recipients of the 1997-1998 Master Teaching Awards. The program encourages, recognizes, and rewards tenure-track faculty who demonstrate
effective and innovative
and have the leadership
qualities necessary to develop solutions to complex issues
facing KSU in the area of
and to guide others in
the implementation of those solutions.
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Each selected Master

AWARDS COMMITTEE

•

velopment;
an award to support
consultants,
for the
of SALT
the 1997-98 academic year;
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the opportunity to pilot the project goals in a fully
equipped presentation technology classroom.
The recipients and their projects are highlighted below:

Global economics will be part of Kennesaw State
semester core curriculum. The
course will be driven
international economic issues
and will
the basic economic

includes:

.
"

..

dur-

is to
materials geared to inter-

I

of E-cmu·se mul C1ill
national issues and economic concepts at the introductory level. The final product will consist of a soft cover
book for students comprised of text, exercises and readings to he used in groups in class and for review outside
of class. We will also explore the feasibility of
mg a complimentary interactive CD ROM that would
enhance and reinforce the material
in the
book.

As we cnrcr the next century, several powerful social,
political and technological trends wil I come together to
change human sexual hch;ivior and mores in some very
important ways. These changes in the most personal
and intimate areas of living will also have profound implications for many other aspects of our lives as well.
These changes will influence how we form families, how
we parent, the makeup of our communities and our roles
in the workplace. The ultimate goal of this proposed
project is the creation of a carefully researched multimedia presentation designed to educate a variety of audiences (students, professionals across an array of disciplines, and members of the community) about the
nature of these forces and how they will affect our lives
and those of our children in the 21st century. A multimedia format for this work is viewed as the most effective way to rnform and involve a variety of audiences.
/)(•rdopil1~ l~frftnmif Laboratory
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Ben Golden, Professor of Biolo~~
My primary goal is to enhance the quality and timeliness of individual feedback in classes with large munhcrs of students. This project will use technology to
enhance feedback on the laboratory exercises in the Science 115 and Science I l 6. The outcome of this project
is an electronic laboratory report package for each of
the laboratory exercises. Each package will allow students to write a laboratory report including all the standard clements. The students will be given feedback on
their responses and appropriate instruction for correcting errors. The professors teaching the course will he
given summaries of individual stud.:nt responses. These
programs will he developed using Authorware .).5 software.
Evaluation is based on the following factors: l) on
whether the students get effective feedback on their laboratory experience; 2) rc-,ults of the Science Process Skills
Test; 3) the students' perception of the program; 4) the
professors' degree of confidence and comfort.
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Technologies that provide computer-based education
and testing arc needed hy the C:ornputcr Science and

Information
department to reduce the remedial components in current courses, provide a uniform
and consistent method of allowing students to exempt
courses or portions of courses, and allow the department to customize the skill components of a course to
better support the appropriate skill development of studcnrs with different majors. The purpose of this project
is to identify those technologies and redesign department course offerings and exemption procedures. The
success of the newly designed semester-based versions
of the department's two baccalaureate programs, and
the newly proposed master's program, depends in part
on the department's ability to address computer skill
acquisition and assessment in the introductory course.
1'/w llllt•nwl in llw Cfa"isrnom:
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American education is in a period of transition. The
current models of education arc being re-thought and
re-designed, and Internet technology is one of the leading forces driving these changes. The purpose of this
project is to provide instructors with an intcrdisciplin~iry resource guide that will assist them in applying
Internet technology and resources to their teaching and
research. This goal will be achieved by writing a text/
manual that will meet two objectives: I) providing instructors with sample curricula, resources, and project
ideas they can apply in the classroom; and 2) supplying
comprehensive, yet easy-to-use instructions for using
key Internet functions and resources. Such a guide will
facilitate the transition for instructors to new models of
reaching and learning that greatly benefit students, as
their educational opportunities arc broadened by the
w1dcscalc adoption of Internet technology in their
courscvvork. Materials for the guide will he compiled
1111d then used to teach an undergraduate course on the
Internet in the Summer. The guide will be evaluated hy
students and peer faculty members to determine if the
project's objectives were met. Based on the evaluation,
the guide will he revised and expanded as needed.
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FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO do not teach
you may wonder what the goal of a
course is. Believe it
or not, this is something that not all scientists agree on!
For upper-level labs such as Chem 352
Laboratory), I believe there should be several
want students to learn lab
obtain reinforcement for concepts from lecture, sec some aspects of
"real-life" biochemistry, and learn how to interpret data
and write better lab reports.
to ensure that the
laboratory does this sometimes seems like a huge undertaking. How can one perform real-life biochemistry
projects (which utilize many different techniques and
concepts) without a knowledge and mastery of basic
techniques? Yet, students think that just learning the
"basics" is boring. We arc currently trying to integrate
learning of basic laboratory skills with longer projects.
It was with this in mind that I applied for Faculty Development grant money. Also, with the conversion to
semesters we arc planning to have a project-oriented
biochemistry laboratory which students may take after
completing the required basic lecture/laboratory course.
Many "real-life" biochemistry projects involve
working with mammalian cell lines that are transfccted
with DNA in order to produce the particular protein
one wishes to study. Studies with transfcctcd cells mav
deal with questions of protein function, regulation, dru~
metabolism, etc. With money from my department and
the Faculty Development Award, a carbon dioxide incubator and supplies for projects were purchased. This
has allowed us to begin to maintain a mammalian cell
culture line in our labs. Currently students doing Directed Study (Chem 400) have learned techniques involved in maintaining cells and using them in experiments. Cell culture techniques are a valuable skill to
have if one plans to obtain a job doing biochemical
work. This skill is particularly valuable to pharmaceutical companies because they can do many experiments
in transfected cells that would have previously required
animal research. While I hope to have projects of this
type in Chem 352 in the future, I am currently working
with two students in Chem 400 on a project utilizing
these techniques.
"Directed Study?" you ask. "Doesn't that take a
lot of time?" It certainly does, and although faculty
receive no teaching credit for supervising students in
Directed Study courses, I believe that the projects are
invaluable for students. 1'v1any scientists have noted that
the skills most lacking, but very much needed, in order
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to begin laboratory research are competency m preparing solutions and in pipeting (a technique used for measunng
small volumes of liquid)
These skills are also needed by those who work as a
bench chemist or biologist. In a few laboratories students get to do quite a bit of pipeting.
111
most labs there is very little opportunity to prepare solutions, so unless a student works as a laboratory assistant or takes Directed Study, there is very little opportunity to put into practice this important concept covered in lecture. With the time restrictions on our laboratories and the cost of supplies, the option of letting
every student in a lab make solutions is really not a
feasible one. However, if they take Directed Study they
get to perfect their skills in this area!
My students have worked on a project involving
the function of glutamate receptors, their regulation by
pH, and their role in excitotoxic cell death. An initial
goal was to see if it would be possible to use an enzymatic assay for cell death to quantitate the activity of
these receptors. If it works scientists will be able to
study the regulation and activity of these receptors using a much faster and easier technique than is currently
possible. While these students have not been able to
meet their goal, they have learned a lot about how science is done. They have seen the joys and frustrations
that scientists face first-hand. They are competent at
making solutions, utilizing sterile techniques, working
with cells, and doing spectrophotometric assays. To
paraphrase what one of the students who has worked
on this project said, there is simply no better way to get
a real-life science education than to participate in a
project like this. It serves as an excellent transfer point
for applying all of the science you have been spending
years learning.
If we don't teach courses like these (Directed Study
and specialized project labs), then we are denying our
students a chance to develop very practical skills that
they will need in life. Part of the skills gained are techniques, but an additional benefit-as my students have
commented to me-is that they gain the ability to think
for themselves and to solve problems on their own. Even
if a student never works as a bench scientist, the latter
skills are important.
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Contributions from faculty arc solicited. Plrase submit articles to CETL
on a J:i" disk in Wordl'crfcct :i.1 or Word, or via c mail
ilwactrnia@ksumail.kennesaw.cduJ. Preferred length of articles is 7:-iO
IHOO words. lleadline for Uw next issue is Friday, Nm·crn!)Ct' !'1, 1mn.
Lana Waclrniak. l'li.D.
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